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The study of capillary surfaces can be traced back to times of antiquity. A 
central purpose of this thesis is to outline some of the current developments. 
The thesis is divided into five chapters and an appendix. 
In Chapter 1，we apply the principle of v i r tual work to derive the capillary 
surface equation, which is a nonlinear elliptic equation. In Chapter 2，we 
use the maximun principle to establish the comparison principles, and also, 
we apply the comparison principle the study the behaviour of the solution 
surfaces near the vertex of the wedge domains. In Chapter 3，using the BV 
functions, we wi l l prove a general existence theorem for capillary surfaces. 
In Chapter 4，we turn to the problems of uniqueness. Finally, we study 
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The study of capillary surfaces leads to challenging mathematical problems in 
global differential geometry and nonlinear analysis. Much has been achieved 
in recent years. From a physical point of view, a capillary surface is the 
interface that appears whenever two liquids (or l iquid and gas) are situated 
adjacent to each other and do not mix. Abundant examples are available 
from daily experience: spray from a waterfall, a drop of morning dew on a 
plant leaf, raindrops on a window pane, the upper surface of a lake ( wi th 
or without waves), a drop of one liquid (or gas) floating on (or in) another, 
suspended drops from a pipette, the curved upper surface in a cylindrical 
capillary tube (or soda straw), a liquid bridge joining two rigid surfaces. 
A l l these configurations are characterized according to a common and 
simply stated geometrical requirement on their mean curvature, under a ge-
ometrical boundary condition. I t is useful to see how such a unifying per-
ception came about. 
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1.1 The Euler-Lagrange Equation for Capil-
lary Surfaces 
In this section, we wi l l follow the work by Finn[10] to derive the Euler-
Lagrange equation for capillary surfaces. In 1830，Gauss based his reasoning 
on the principle of vir tual work, according to which the energy o£ a mechan-
ical system in equilibrium is unvaried under arbitrary virtual displacements 
consistent wi th the constraints. For a general (three-phase) system consist-
ing of f luid and gas (or two fluids) and rigid bounding walls the energy in 
question is conveniently divided into four terms: 
Free Surface Energy. 
Ss = (jS (1.1) 
Here S is the surface area and the constant cr has the dimensions force 
per unit length and is known as the surface tension. 
Wetting Energy. This is the adhesion energy between fluid and the (rigid) 
bounding walls. 
8y^ = -a|3*S* 
where 5* is the area wetted by the fluid, 0 is the so called relative 
adhesion coefficient between the fluid and the bounding walls on S*. 




Gravitational Energy.’’ ’ ” ‘ 
8^ — J Tpdx (1.'^) 
where T is the potential energy per unit mass and p is local density. 
Volume Constraints. 
f^; = aAV (1.3) 
• 
^ 
where V is the volume and the Langrange multiplier A is to be detep； 
mined. 
For the total energy we thus have 
S = a{S - pS* + ~ I Tpdx + A V } (1.4) 
We shall apply the standard methods of the calculus of variations and th” 
principle fo virtual work to derive the capillary surface equation. The proce^i^ 
is similar to the derivation of the minimal surface equation. In order to applv 
the principle of virtual work, we now make a variation in our surface. Settin^ 
eC = s { ^ ^ + r]T) + 0{s^) (1.5) 
over S. Where N is the unit normal on S, direct out of the fluid; T is a u _ 
tangent, defined in a closed strip S j of width 6 adjoining the contact Hne E 
of S wi th <S*, such that on E, T is orthogonal to S and directed out of ^ 
The functions ^ and rj are to the following conditions: 
’ e' + ^ ' < l 
\ supp T] C E5 (1.6 } 
^ N + f]T tangent to <5* on S 
N 
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Let 7 be the angle between S and S* on E, measured wi th in the fluid, we 
have 
^ cos 7 — 77 sin 7 = 0 (1.7) 
on S, In terms of local coordinates u,v, the surface S can be represented 
by a function x{u,v). We denote the unvaried surface by <So, and the varied 
> • 
surface by 
S{e) : x ( u , v) + e[^N + r]T] + 0{s^). (1.8) 
the higher order terms being chosen so that when x(w, v) lies on S, the varied 
surface lies on <S*; thus the surfaces S and S* continue to contact (on a varied 
E) throughout the variation, as e — O. In view of (1.8) the estimate 0[e^) 
is uniform among admissible f , rj, for all sufficiently small e > 0. By the first 
fundamental form, the area S is given by 
S = I sjEG — F^dudv. (1.9) 
Here 
E 二 | x , + ^CJ2 二 Eo + 2exu . C + 0{e^) (1.10) 
F = ( x , + <J . ( x , + eO = Fo + ^(x, . C + ^ . CJ + 0(e') (1-11) 
G = |x , + £ ¢ / = Go + 2sx, . ¢ , + 0{e') (1.12) 
Thus, up to terms of order e, we have 




with Wo = yjEoGo — i^, and iience — 一 “ ‘ “ 
C 肪 f EoXy . Cv - Fp{Xu • Cv + X” . Cu) + GpXu . C^ 丄丄. , 、 
<S = - 二 J ^ • (L14) 
S"-U 
Recalling the definition of e, /, g, we may write 
S == -2 [ ^HdS 
Js 
+ r EpK, . ( " T ) " - Fo[xu . {yT), + x ” .（r/T%] + Gpx^ • ( ” 1 ) 以 叔 办 
J^5 ^0 ^ ^ 
(1.15) 
where H is the mean curvature of <S, corresponding to the chosen direction 
for N. Integration by parts and using (1.6), converts the integral over E^ to 
the form 
j^ rfT . ^[{G^yiu - FoxJdv — (-FoX^ + Eox^du 
一 , ” T . V 。 \ / 。 x ” y + ( - F o x ; ^ 、 、 — v (1.16) 
hs IV Wo )u V Wo JJ 、 ) 
which may write in intrinsic notation in the form 
(f rjT . ^ds - [ rjT • AxdS. (1.17) 
J S OTl J Sj 
Here d|dn is the outer normal derivative on So at E, and thus dyi|dn 二 T. 
For the invariant Laplacian Ax we have further [24 
Ax 二 2層； （1.18) 
hence the second term in (1.17) vanishes. Since |T| 二 1, we conclude 
S = -2 ls 卿3 + £ T]ds. (1.19) 
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Since ^ N + r;T is orthogonal to E and in the tangent plane to 5* , we find 
S* = £ ( f N + 77T)."c^<s (1.20) 
where v is the unit exterior normal to E in the tangent plane of S*. Since 
N . V — sin 7，T . v == cos 7 we have 
S^ — ^ ( f s i n 7 + r j c o s j ) d s . * (1.21) 
We consider next the term AV of (1.5). Under the variation (1.8) we find 
V{s) - Vo 二 £ [ ^dS + 0{s^) + V5 (1.22) 
Js\Es 
where Vs is the change in volume due to the displacement ^ ( f N + 77T) of S<j. 
Since Q + r f < 1, Vs is contained in the tubular volume generated by balls 
of radius e centered on E5； thus 
Vs < 4£(£ + J)E, (1.23) 
as s ~> 0. 
Similarly, 
[ T p d x - [ Tpdx 二 e [ ^TpdS + 0{e^) + Ws (1.24) 
Jv{e) JVo Js\i:s 
with 
Ws < 4Me(e + S)E (1.25) 
where M is a bound for |Tp| in the above-indicated tubular domain. Here 




Collecting the above evaluations, we may write from (1.5) 
-S + 2 ( eHdS- / rjds-^f3<f(^smj + r j c o s j ) d s - - [ ^TpdS 
a Js JT, JT. cr Js\Es 
< 4JS 4- 4MJS. (1.26) 
We now let 6 ^ 0. We obtain 
Lemma 1.1 The rate of change of the energy functional 
S = a{S — PS* + i I Tpdx + A V } 
corresponding to the virtual displacements 
sC = e{^N^rjT)^0{s^) 
is 
S^ = l i m 5 “ 0 
= f ^ (-2H + ^ T p + A) dS 
Js \ a J 
+ ^J-p^smj + Tj{l-f3cosj)]ds. (1.27) 
In many cases the constant A can be determined explicitly in term of the 
prescribed data. In the case in which A can be determined, the problem 
of finding a capil lary surface is purely a geometric one: to find a surface 
whose mean curvature is a prescribed function of position and which meets 
the hounding walls in a prescribed angle 7 
Theorem 1.1 On the capillary surface, there holds 




and the boundary condition 
cosj = p. (1.29) 
Proof: According to the principle of vir tual work, t must vanish for any 
choice of ¢,77, subject to (1.6) and to (1.7). Thus also t ^ — 0. We first 
observe that i f —2H + Xp + A + 0 at a point p G S，then by choesing 77 二 0 
and ^ > 0 and to have its support in a small enough neighborhood of p, we 
arrive at S > 0. Thus 
2H 二 A + -Tp (1.30) 
cr 
holds on «S, and the first integral in (1.27) must vanish, regardless of f . Thus 
the second integral must also vanish: The choice ^ 二 rsin7,77 二 r c 0 s 7 on 
S satisfies the admissibility conditions i f |r | < 1，and we find 
^ ^ r { P - c o s ^ ) d s = 0. (1.31) 
By the same reasoning as above yields 
cos7 = /? (1.32) 
on E, thus determining the "contact angle" 7 in terms of the local relative 
adhesion coefficient f3. • 
1.2 The Capillary Tube 
In this thesis we wi l l concentrate on the case when the surface S is a graph 
over a domain Q. Consider a sufficiently small open piece S of capillary 
9 
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surface S such that i t can be represented as a graph z = u{x,y) over a 
domain Q. We consider only variations that have their support in Q. From 
the expression (1.4), we may write 
8 = G 1 ^ y / l + ul + u\duj + i I Tpdx + A j^ 以 ― . (1.33) 
We introduce a particulc^r vir tual displacement of a candidate u{x, y) for an 
equilibrium surface in the form u{x,y,e) 二 u(^x,y) + sr]{x, y), where rj is 
arbitrary, subject to smoothness conditions and to supp rj C f2. By The 
principle of v i r tual work we have 
[ , D u . D” duj + - f rjTpduj + A f r)du 二 0. (1.34) 
^ y r + < + ^ ^ J J^ 
where Du = the gradient of u. Integrating the first term in (1.34) by parts 
we obtain 
S\e=o =义 T] ( - d i v T w + ^ T p + A) du = 0 (1.35) 
where we have set 
Tu = , 1 Du. (1.36) 
y/l + \Du\^ 
Since rj is arbitrary, we obtain 
divTix = ^ T + A (1.37) 
a 
over Q. as the equation for the free surface S in the given coordinates. 
We consider a tube has infinite height but may have section 0 , and the 
container is a circular cylinder of large diameter, so that the fluid surface 
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level at a large distance from the tube provides a reference level {z = 0) for 
atmospheric pressure that does not change wi th perturbations of the fluid 
surface in the tube. Thus i f the outer surface is unvaried, there wi l l be ef-
fectively no volume constraint and we may take A = 0. We l im i t attention 
to surfaces z 二 ii(a:, y) that project simply onto Q and take for T the gravi-
tat ional potential T 二 gz. We assume further p 二 constant (incompressible 
f luid). Then (1.37) becomes 
d ivTu = Ku (1.38) 
with 
/^  二 哩. (1.39) 
a 
We refer to K, as the capillarity constant. 
Let E 二 ^ n , and let v be exterior unit normal on E. Let t ing 7 be the 
angle between the surface S and the cylinder wall Z over E, we calculate 
easily v . Ju 二 c0s7，which according to (1.32) is the physical constant p. 
Thus, 
z/.T^z = cos7 (1.40) 
provides a boundary condition for u over S. From an analytical point of 
view, the problem now becomes: to find a solution of the (nonlinear elliptic) 
equation (1,38) subject to the (nonlinear) boundary condition (l.40). 
Laplace discovered that the volume of f luid l ifted over Q above the refer-




Theorem 1.2 Let u = u{x, y) be a solution of (1.38) and (l.4O). Then the 
volume V satisfies 
V = — (f cos jds. (1.41) 
Kf JH 
Proof: Integration of (1.38) over H yields 
^ • 
/ divTudu = / tx,u 
Jn Jn 
二 /^V 
= £ u • Tuds (1.42) 
= 丰 cos jds 
• 
I f the volume is constrained then (1.38) changes to 
divTu = K,u + A (1.43) 
where A is to be determined by the constraint. In this case, an integration 
of (1.43) by parts yields 
A = i ( E c o s 7 - ^ : V ) . (1.44) 
u L 
The transformation u — v — X/K, converts (1.43) to (1.38); thus i t follows 
from the uniqueness of the solutions to (1.38) and (1.40) that the shape of 
the surface S is independent of the constraint. 
Throughout the text, we wil l assume 0 < 7 < 7r/2. The case 7 > 7r/2 






By the discussion of §1.3, if a capillary surface is a graph over a base domain 
Q, we are led to the equation 
Du 
divTu 二 Ku. Tu 二 . = (2.1) 
小 + \Du\^ 
in Q^ under the boundary condition 
u ‘ Tu = cos 7 (2.2) 
on E = dn. 
In this chapter, we wi l l study the general comparison principle and some 
consequences for the above equation. 
2.1 The General Comparison Principle 
Theorem 2.1 (Concus and Finn [1]) Let Nu 三 divTi/ — Ku，K > 0, Let 
Q be a bounded domain in W^. Suppose Nu > Nv in Q and E = dQ admits a 
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decomposition E = SaUS/ jUEo； where E/5 G C \ So has {n-l)-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure zero, and u, v have the properties: 
(l)v > u on T>a ； ( 2 ) i / . Tu > v • Ju on E^. 
Then 
(a) if K, > 0 or ifT,a # 0； then v > u in Q; equality holds at any point if 
and only ifv 三 u. (b) ifK 二 0 and S^ 二 0，then v{x)三 w(^:) + cojist in Q. 
Proof: Suppose there were a subset of Q in which u > v. Since Eo has 
(n — l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. We can choose e small enough 
such that the set 
nf(s) 二 {a: G Q. : 0 < u - V < M} n {n \ u B5,} + 0 
for some M > 0, where 坂 is the open ball of radius (^，UB5. is a covering 
of Eo and E<j. < £. Define 
VL-{s) = {x e Q. ： u - V < 0 } n { ^ A u B s J , 
Q^(e) 二 {a; G Q : u 一 n > M} n {Cl\ U ^ , } , 
A = nnd{uBs,}, 
, 
0 in n -
W = u - 7J in n^ 




s + = ^ n a n + , 
E^ = dQndn^. 
Set n , = $ A U & . Then 
0 < [ w{Nu - Nv)cb 
J^e 
=— Vw • (Tu — Tv)dx — K, / w{u — v)dx 4- / w(Tu-Tv).i/ds 
Jn^ jQe JA 
+ M l j J u - T v ) . uds + 1戏 w{Tu — Tv) . vds (2.3) 
We assign symbols to the integrals on the right in order of appearance, 
O S - Q - l ^ + 2 A + 2 + + 2 f . (2.4) 
We consider (2.4) term by term. 
1. Consider Q: 
Q = [ Vw . {Tu 一 Tv) 
jQe 
= / V w . (Tu — Tv) 
^o^ 
Let V u 二 p, V v = q, Tu = A(p). Consider the function 
H r ) 二 {P - q) . [A(^ + T(p - g))-八⑷]，0 < T < 1. 
Then ^ ( 0 ) 二 0 ,7 (1 ) = V ( i / - ^ ; ) - (Tw-Tv ) . Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
T,(、二 b 一 gp + b 一 g|2|g + T[P - ^0|2 - {E{qj — r{pi - qi)){p^ - qi))2 
⑴ — ( l + |^ + r (p -g) |2 )3 /2 
> 0 (2.5) 
We conclude that Q > 0 and equality holds only i f Vu 三 Nv in Q^. 
15 
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2. Consider W: 
Since K > 0 and by the construction, w > 0. Equali ty holds only i f 
K = 0. 
3. Consider 工八： 
Since \{Tu - T^ ) • u\ < \Tu\ - \Tv\ < 2 and W < M ， l A < 2M . 2eir = 
AsirM. 
4. Consider 工+: 
On S+, u 一 V > M. Hence E+ C Ep and we find X+ < 0. 一 
•i«r 
5. Consider I ^ : 
On S [ i f w + 0，Then w > 0. Hence S ^ C £々，and also 1^ < 0. 
Hence, we have 
l im(Q + W) < 0 
Since both integrals are nonnegative, Q 二 14^  二 0 for any s. 
Since K > 0 implies W > 0，we have a contradiction. Hence, the con-
struction of Q^ is impossible for all e and M. That is v > u in Q. 
Suppose K. 二 0，Vu 三 • ! * in Q^. I f v < u at any subset in 0 , u 三 
^;+const. in Q^. Let t ing e ~> 0，we have v 二 i^+const. in Q, and either 
Ea = 0 or V 三 u in Vt. We observe that i f K, 二 0 and E^ 二 0，then an arbitrary 
constant can be added to v without changing the hypotheses. Thus, in every 
such case there holds v 三 i^+const.，as was to be shown. We prove the 
stronger statement that in every case of which v > u in 0., equality at any 
16 
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point impl ies equal i ty throughout H by using the strong m a x i m u m pr inciple 
by Hopf: 
Lemma 2.1 Let 
Lu = a'^[x)DijU + b'{x)DiU + c{x)u, a" 二 a、 
^ • 
where x = { x i , . . . , Xn) lies in a domain Q. of M", n > 2. L is uniformly 
elliptic, that is, i f X { x ) , A(a;) denote respectively the minimum and maximum 
eigenvalues of [a^^{x)] then 
0 < A ( x ) K p < a ^ ^ ( x ) ^ ^ < A ( x ) | e P 
for all ^ = (^ i , •..，^7i) G M^ — { 0 } and A / A is hounded in Vt. Suppose c = 0 
and Lu > 0 in Q. Let Xo G dQ. be such that 
1. u is continuous at x^; 
2. u{xo) > u{x) for all x G Q; 
3. dQ. satisfies an interior sphere condition at Xo-
Then the outer normal derivative fo u at XQ, if it exists, satisfies the strict 
inequality 
》 。 ) 〉 0 . (2.6) 
Suppose c < 0 and |c/A| is hounded, the same conclusion holds provided 




We apply that Lemma in our case: 
The inequality Hu > Nt/ can be changed to the form (2.5) by setting 
w = u — V and using the mean value theorem. Suppose w < 0 in H, w 丰 0, 
and suppose there is a non-null set P C Q on which w 二 0. There would 
then be a point q G 0 \ P , whose distance to dQ exceeds its distance to P. 
The open ball B about^g, of maximal radius such that B C 0.\P, would 
then have positive distance from dQ and would contain on its boundary a 
point p e P. Applying Lemma 2.1 at p, we find dwjdv > 0 at p, which 
would imply the existence of points in Q. at which w > 0. This contradiction 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. • 
Corollary 2.2 7/^ c > 0； the solution ofthe capillary problem (2.1) and (2.2) 
for a domain Q，with smooth boundary up to an exceptional set Eo where Eo 
is of (n — l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero, is unique. If K 二 0，the 
solution is unique up to an additive constant. 
Proof:Let u, v be two solutions of (2.1) and (2.2). Then Nu = 0, Nv = 0, 
and ^u 二 N^;. By (2.2), v . Tu = v . Tv on E^ 二 S\So, and E^ 二 0. By 
Theorem 2.1, i f K. > 0 then v > u and also u > v in Q, so that u 三 v. I f 
K> = 0，we apply the theorem to obtain u 三 i;+const. in Q. • 
For the case K> > 0 the comparison principle can be generalized due to Finn 
and Hwang[9] ,to arbitrary unbounded domains Q. Neither growth conditions 
nor conditions on the form of Q. at infinity are imposed. 
Theorem 2.3 Suppose K, > 0； and S admits a decomposition E 二 I^oUl^aU 
18 
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E/3; where E/? G C^ and Eo has {n — 1) dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. 
Let u, V G C^[Q) with the properties 
( 1 ) d i v T u — d i v T u > K,{u — v) for every x G H such that u — v > 0. 
(2) l imsup( i t — t;) < 0 for any approach to S 。 f r o m within Cl. (3) (Tu — 
Tv) . V < 0 almost everywhere on E^ as a limit from points o / Q . 
Then u{x) < v{x) in Q>. Suppose 1. holds throughout 0 and i f u { x ) 二 v{x) 
at any x G Q，then u{x)三 i/(a:) in Q. 
Proof: Suppose u > v in some subset of Q, there would exist positive 
constants m1,m2 and a set Cl* C 17 of positive measure, on which 0 < rui < 
u — V < 77i2 < 00. Define the function on Q. by , 
0, u — V < rrii 
iu(a:) = <| u - V - m i , in Q* (2-7) 
rri2 一 m i , u — V > rri2 
K 
and let Bu = {x e W ； |x| < R}, ^R = Q n BR, TR 二 Q n dBu. We consider 
only the R sufficiently large that \QR 门 n* | has positive measure. 
Then 
K, / w^dx = / w^'^{divTu — divTv)dx 
J^R J^R 
= 一 f Vw^-^. (Tu 一 Tv)dx + f + [ w^-\Tu 一 T^;) . v 
JftR JvR JdnnBji 
< [w^-^{Tu - T^;) • udS 
斤《 
一 {n — 1) f w^-^{Tu - 丁… . V w d x (2.8) 
J^R 
Thus, 
i^J^ w^dx < 21^ w^-^dS (2.9) 
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since \Tu\ < 1 for any function u{x) and the integrand in the last term of 
(2.8) is non negative by (2.5). Then 
Q{R)三 f w^dx 
jQR 
< - [ W ^ - H s 
~ K JTR 
2 / r \ (n-i)/n ( r \ Vn 
<^ - / ^"d5 / rf5 • (2.10) 
一 K \JTR / \JTR J 
by the H51der inequality. From which 
j{R) = r-Q^'^^-'\p)dp 
JRi P 
rR 1 / r 、n/(n—l) 
= / - / w^dx dp 
jRi P \JQp 
rR 1 /9X^/(n-l) / r \ ( r 、 1 / ( 打 一 1 ) 
< / - ( - ) / ^^ci5 / (f5 dp 
jRi p \K,J \Jrp / \Jrp 
1 /9X^/("-l) ( r \ l/(n-l) fR r 
< —(-) ( / d5) / / w^dS 
一 Ri \ K j \JTR / JRi JVp 
< C[Q{R) - Q{Ri)] 
< CQ{R) ( 2 . 1 1 ) -
where C is a constant and C 二 C(i?i，R, tz,n). I f Ri is sufficiently small then 
J[R) > 0, then we have (for a different C) 
J-^ f^^ -^ \R)J ' {R) > C R - ^ (2.12) 
for all sufficiently large i^. -Integration of (2.12), we get 
- ( n - l ) J " ^ > C\ogR 
and we have a contradiction for R > 1，and establishes that u < v in Q. The 
remainder of the proof follows from the E. Hopf boundary point lemma as 
theorem 2.1. • 
20 
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A consequence of this theorem is the uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) and 
(2.2) for arbitrary domains (bounded and unbounded). 
2.2 Applications 
In this section, we wi l l use the comparison principle to establish a situation . 
^ • 
that depends discontinuously on the boundary data. 
Theorem 2.4 (Concus and Finn [2]) Letu define a capillary surface over 
Q, hounded and unbounded, so that (2.1) holds with K. > 0. Let Bs be a disk 
of radius 5, with Bs C Q. Then 
u < ^ + 6 (2.13) 
K,0 
in Bs 
Proof: Choose S', 0 < 5' < S, and Let Bs' be a ball of radius S', concentric 
to B§, and denote v' a lower semisphere over B§', whose lowest point has the 
height v'o = 2/^6', Then Bs' CC Q, and 
divTV = . = KVQ < K,v' in Bs' 
u . Tu < 1，V . TV = 1 on E<j/ 二 dBs'. 
since the mean curvature of a circle is equal to the reciprocal of the radius. 
We apply Theorem 2.1, with E^ = S^/,E^ = Eo 二 0. Thus 
…'^ + “ 
in Bs'. Lett ing 6' ^ S, the result follows. • 
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Remark: We cannot prove this theorem directly by letting 8' 二 ¢^  since Q 
may equal B5. 
An immediate consequence is 
Corollary 2.5 If every point o /Q lies interior to a disk Bs C Q, then (2.13) 
holds throughout Q. 
^ • 
Theorem 2.6 Let E have a continuous normal except perhaps on a set Eo 
as above. Let u define a capillary surface S over Q, which meets the hounding 
cylinder Z over E\Eo in the angle 7 , so that v . Tu 二 c 0 s 7 on S\Eo. Let B§ 
be a disk of radius S such that Q n Bd / 0 and such that a lower hemisphere 
V over Bs meet Z (if at all) in angles not exceeding 7 ; that is, v . Jv > c 0 s 7 
on ( E \ E o ) n Bs. Then (2.13) holds in Q D B5. 
Proof: We let S5 二 dBs and apply Theorem 2.1 in the domain Vt 门 Bs. For 
set Ti|3 we may choose the set E^f l^] , together wi th the set (5]\5]o)ri55- The 
remaining set E^ on the boundary of Q.门 Bs consists of Eo 门 dQ and the set 
of endpoints of maximal open intervals of E j f l Bs- The set of such intervals 
is countable, hence so is the associated set of endpoints, hence this set has 
zero Hausdorff measure; thus the result follows by Theorem 2.1. • 
Theorem 2.7 (Concus and Finn [2]) Suppose 0 has a corner with open-
ing angle 2a, suppose Nu 二 0 in Q, v . Ju 二 cos? on T,*\V, where S* is the 
subset ofT, cut out be B5. Suppose in addition that a + 7 > 7r/2. Then (2.6) 
holds throughout Q* = Q. fi Bs. 
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Proof: A lower hemisphere v over Bs makes a constant angle 70 wi th a 
vertical cylinder over E* (except at the isolated point V where the angle is 
not defined), and 70 二（7r/2) — a. The result is thus a corollary of Theorem 
2.6 above. • 
For the cases a + 7 < 7r/2, the solutions wi l l blow up at corner. 
k • 
Theorem 2.8 (Concus and Finn[2]) In the corner configuration ahove, 
suppose a + 7 < 7r/2. Let r, 9 be polar coordinates centered at V； set 
k = s i n a / c 0 s 7 . There exists a constant A, not depending on the partic-
ular solution considered，such that 
cos 0 一 Vk^ 一 sin^ 6 . … ， 




cos 6 - Vk^ - sin^^ …“、 
V = ： (2.15) 
KK,r 
We find 
divTi； = Kv H- r j { x , y), |77(x, y)\ < Cp^ (2.16) 
in n , and 
z/.Tt; = cos7 + C(r) - Cr^ < C(r) < 0 (2.17) 
on E * \ y . For some constant C, as r ~> 0，where E* is the subset of E cut 
out by Bs. 
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Since the arc F can be covered by a finite number of balls J5j. G Q, 
hence by Theorem 2.4,there is a constant M such that for any solution u in 
Q, |w| < M on r . Setting w == v — A' then satisfies 
divTw = KW + 7] + K,A' (2.18) 
in Q.*, where Q,* is the region bounded by F and E*. Choose A' so that the 
• * 
two conditions 
w < u on r (2.19) 
T] + ^A' > 0 in n* (2.20) 
are both satisfied. 
Since v . Tv cos 7 on E * \ y , we may apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain 
u - V > -A' (2.21) 
in Q*. 
I f 7 + 0 and we replace 7 in the argument of v by any 7 < 7, we wil l 
have 
u-Tv > c0s7 (2.22) 
on T,*\V for all sufficiently small 5. Having chosen 5 we may choose A" so 
that, now setting w = v + A〃，we wil l have 
w > V on r (2.23) 
T) - i^A" < 0 in Q*. (2.24) 
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Theorem 2.1 now yields 
u — V < A!' (2.25) 
in o r . 
An estimate of this form holds for any 7 < 7; we wish to obtain a corre-
sponding result for 7. To do so, choose r*o < m i n { l , J} and suffici.ently small 
that 7 can be chosen to satisfy c0s7 > c0s7 + Cr^ for some constant C. We 
choose 7 in the range 
cos 7 + Crl < cos 7 < cos 7 + 2Cr^ (2.26) 
and observe from the explicit form of ?;(•; 7) that there is a constant Co such 
that (2.26) implies 
i ) - ( . ; 7 ) < ^ ( . ; 7 ) + C 0 ^ (2.27) 
r 
uniformly in r < ro, and wi th C—0 independent ofro in the range considered. 
In particular, in the interval r^ < R < r*。there holds 
^(S7)<^^(-;7) ^C ,r l (2.28) 
and hence by (2.25) 
u < v{-] 7) + A" < 2J(.; 7) + A'' + Corl (2.29) 
Using again (2.26)，we may choose 71 ,7 < 71 < 7，such that for r < r^ 
there holds 
^(- ;7i)<^(S7) + C'o^ (2.30) 
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so that in the range rg < r < rl there holds 
u ( . ; ^ ) < < . ; 7 ) + 0)ro4. (2.31) 
We note {d|d{cos^))v > 0;thus f ( - ;7 i ) > v { - ] l ) and it follows that on 
the arc r = r^ 
u - v { - , ^ i ) < J ^ ' + C ^ r l (2.32) 
^ • 
We now apply the proof of (2.25) ， i n the domain r < rl and wi th 7 
replaced by 71, to obtain 
u < 4 ; i ) + f + Coro2 
< v{ '-n) + A ! ' ^ -Co{ r l + r t ) (2.33) 
in the range r^ < r < r^. Iteration of the procedure, wi th r^ replaced succes-
sively by rg, rQ, . . . , yields the estimate, for all r < r。， 
u < v + A'' + C o , r ^ (2.34) 
1+^0 
which completes the proof of (2.14) in the case 7 > 0. 
Finally, suppose 7 二 0. In this case the boundary condition holds exactly 
for V, that is, we may set 77 三 0 in (2.17) . Thus, there is no need to introduce 
7 and the original reasoning yields the desired estimate. • 
We conclude: 
Corollary 2 .9 Capillary surface in a domain with corner depend discon-
tinuously on the boundary data. That is，throughout the closed interval 
7r/2 > 7 > 7r/2 — a every solution u satisfies u < {2/^6) + 5 at all points of 
r^*, whereas for any 7 < 7r/2 — a there holds u ~^ 00 for any approach to V 






We present a unified discussion on the existence of capillary surfaces covering 
either the presence or absence of a gravitational field, and we shall allow 
boundary data that vary on E. We therefore study the variational problem 
for a functional 
£[u] = 1^ yJl + \Du\^ + 1^ X{u)dx - £ P{s)uds, (3.1) 
for which the Euler equation takes the form 
divTw = 2H{u) (3.2) 
in 0., w i th 2H{u) 二 A'(ii), and 
V . Tu = f3{s) (3.3) 
on S 二 3 f I Thus, X\u) is twice the mean curvature of a solution surface, 
and P{s) = c0s7(s) on E, 7(s) 二 contact angle. We assume H'{u) > 0, 
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thus A〃 > 0. Hence, there exist if+oo < +oo and H_^o > —00 such that 
H+00 = lim^i-^+oo H{u) and i7_oo = lim^_^_oo H{u). 
3.1 Necessary Conditions 
Theorem 3.1 A necessary condition for the existence of a solution of (3.2) 
and (3.3) is the two relations 
<^[n*]三 r — f pds + 2BocQ* > 0 (3.4) 
JE* 
^[ir]三 r + [ pds 一 2H.oo^* > 0 (3.5) 
JE* 
for any Q* C Q, 0* • 0，Q. IfH 三 const.，(3.4) and (3.5) are equivalent. 
Proof: 
Integrating (3.2) over Q.* and using the divergence theorem, we obtain 
f divTw 二 [ 2H{u) 
Jn* Jn* 
< 2Hoc^* 
On the other hand, 
[ d i v T w = [ P{s) > - r + [ p{s) 
Jn* JT+E* JE* 




I f H 三 const.，it is obviously that ¢[1^] 二 少[^2] = 0 and 2HQ. = J^ pds. 
Therefore, by the condition (3.4), we have 
^ n \ n * ] 二 r - [ pds + 2H\Q, 一 r r 
ys—s* 
二 r + f pds — 2Hn* j^* 
> 0 
t . 
Hence (3.4) and (3.5) are equivalent. • 
In the absence of gravitational force, equations (3.2) and (3.3) reduce to 
the form 
divTw 二 2H 三 const. (3.6) 
in i l , the boundary condition remains 
V • Ju = cos 7 (3.7) 
on E = dQ.. 
Integrating (3.6) over Q, and using divergence theorem, we obtain 
2HVL 二 £ u . Tuds 二 E cos 7 (3.8) 
and then 
口 S 
^ = 5 ^ ^ o s 7 . 
Thus, H is known in advance and (3.6) becomes 
5] 




The prob lem thus becomes: to find a surface of constant mean curvature 
determined by (3.8) , which meets the cylindrical boundary S* over E in the 
prescribed constant angle 7. 
Concus and Finn[ l ] pointed out that the problem (3.9) and (3.7) in gen-
eral admits no solution: Consider an arbitrary subdomain fi* C ^ and let 
r = dQ* n Q, s* = dQ* n s. ^ 
By theorem 3.1, a necessary condition for the existence of a solution of 
(3.9)，in Q. is that the functional 
$[Q*]Er — zrcos7 + ^7rr > o (3.io) 
for every Q.* of the type considered, wi th Q* + ¢, Q. where H^ 二（”/Q) c0s7. 
Let us examine this result in the special case in which Q contains a corner 
of opening angle 2a. We find: 
Theorem 3.2 (Concus and Finn [1]) If Q, contains a corner with inte-
rior angle 2a, and if a + 7 < 7r/2, then the problem (3.9) and (3.7) admits 
no solution. 
Proof: For the indicated F, 
5] 
$[Q*] = 2/(sin a — cos 7) + — cos 7 • 1 cos a ‘ 1 sin a 
= 2 Z ( s i n a - c o s 7 ) + O(/2). (3.11) 
Lett ing 1 ~> 0，we obtain ^ [0* ] < 0 for sufficiently small 1. • 
From Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following result. 
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Corollary 3 .3 Capillary surfaces without gravity are always unstable with 
respect to boundary perturbations, in the sense that for any boundary E for 
which a solution of (3.9) and (3.7) exists, there is an arbitrarily small per-
A /N 
turbation E — E such that E admits no solution. If 7 二 0，the perturbation 
can be chosen to be arbitrarily small, both in E and in the unit normal vector 
to E. ^ , 
The situation in which there is an interval on E wi th curvature H ^ > 
H j 二 §cos7 has a special interest. W i th a view to a later application, we 
formulate i t for the case in which 7 is allowed to vary on E. The criterion 
(3.10) then becomes 
<l>[fT] = r - 1^ cosjds + H^Q* > 0 (3.12) 
with 
Hy = ^ I c o s * , (3.13) 
u L J 5j 
Under this definition, Theorem 3.1 holds as before. We find: 
Theorem 3.4 (Concus and Finn[2]) There cannot hold^ = 0 on any arc 
of E whose curvature H^ satisfies H^ > H^. 
Proof: Suppose there were such an arc, we may then write near p, 
v^  1 2 , E : y 二 -ax H . 
Zt 
with a 二 JjE(p). Choose d, H^ < a < H^{p), and introduce an arc F defined 
by 
n 1 - 2 




I f e > 0 is small enough, F wi l l cut off an arc E* on E on which H^* > d, 
and on which c0s7 = 1. A calculation yields 
3V<2 — d「 a - a ,、1 
卿 ] 二 7 ^ [ 丑 广 丁 + 劝 . 
which is negative for small enough e, thus yielding a contradiction to Theorem 
3.1. • 
^ * 
3.2 Sufficient Conditions 
In this section, we wi l l prove the main theorem about the existence of the 
capillary surfaces. We wi l l use some basic knowledge in geometric measure 
theory. See Giusti[15], for examples. 
Defintion. The perimeter in Q. of a set E is defined in terms of the charac-
teristic function cps of E by the relation 
P [ E ] n ) = [ \D(fE\ = sup{ [ ipEdivgdx} (3.14) 
Jn Jn 
among all vector valued g £ Co(^^) with \g\ < 1. 
If a set E has locally finite perimeter, that is, if P{E] H) < 00 for every 
hounded open Q, then E is called a Caccioppol i set. 
Definition. A set is called a Caccioppoli set if it has finite perimeter. 
Definition. Given a function F G L ^ ( n )； we define its variation over ^1 to 
be 





Definition. The class BV{Q) offunctions f is the functions with the prop-
erty 
[\f\dx+ f \Df\ < 00 (3.16) 
Jn Jn 
^ • 
Assumed that Q is sufficiently smooth that an isoperimetric inequality (rel-
ative to Q) of the form 
min{E , Q\E} < CT^ (3.17) 
holds for any E C ^1. Such an estimate is valid, essentially, whenever a 
Poincare inequality holds. The inequality (3.17) is to be understood in the 
sense 
mm{J^ (fEdx, J^{1 - (ps)dx} < C ( ^ \D(pE\)^ 
for some C depending only on 0.. 
We consider Vt as a metric space with distance function d{p^ q) 二 infimum 
of Euclidean lengths of paths joining p to q in Q, and we suppose its closure Q, 
to be covered by a part i t ion of unity by a finite number N of open (in f^) sets 
Q,i, to each of which is associated a function (pi{x) > 0 wi th (pi{x) 6 C^(Qi ) 
and T,^^ i {x) = 1. On these sets, we assume: 
(1) there is at most finite set of points {pk} 二 P C E, and an associated 
Np < N, such that E\P C uf^S^, where S^ 二 Z；门 Qj ^ 0 is an open 
connected set in the relative topology of E. 
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(2) to each pk G P there is a unique Qk 3 Pk, and E^ = E 门 0¾ meets 
exactly two (adjacent) sets E^ C E \ P . 
(3) there exists r > 0 such that each T,j C 5] \P can be represented over 
some interval aj < x < bj by a Lipschitz function y = ipj {x) w i th Lipschitz 
constant Lj, and such that the set { (x , y) : aj < x < bj, —r < y — ipj{x) < 0} 
lies in 0 . Two such sets ‘adjacent to a point pk ^ P do not intersect. 
L e m m a 3.1 Under the above conditions, let |3 be a continuous function de-
fined on E； let Pj = maxSj. \f5\. Let As C Q he the strip of width S adjacent 
to E . Then for any f G BV{Q.) there holds 
I [ Pfds\ < fx f \Df\ + T{n-S) [ | / | ; (3.18) 
VE JAs JAs 
here f j , 二 max P j ^ + L j， taken over all j for which Qj A 乂<^  门 s u p p / + 0. 
Proof: Let f j 二 f(pj and choose 6 small enough that the endpoints {y 二 
jpj — r ) of each of the intervals constructed under (3) above lie in Q\^<j. Let 
T]{x) e C°°(n), wi th 0 < rj < l,77 三 0 in n\A. Suppose first j < Np. We 
have 
fO 




f\^j < J_^\fy\^jdy + T j (Q; S) j_3\f\dy. 
Integrating with respect to x and recalling that supp^^ C Qj, we get 
- 7 = ^ L l / M ^ < / l ^ / k i + ^ j ( l / i (3.19) 




I f^0f^ jds l < P j j l + q Ls _ 。 • + / ¾ y ^ ^ T j 人 |/|. (3.20) 
I f j > Np, we consider separately the integrals corresponding to the 
intersections wi th the two adjacent Ej . Since the respective sets constructed 
under (3) do not overlap, the evaluations are additive and we are led to the 
same result . Summing over all j for which Qj A 义办 D supp/ + 0, setting 
T 二 Yipj^l + L | T j , and noting that if (3.20) holds for any 5 i t holds for all 
larger (5, we obtain the stated result. • 
We note that the conditions of the lemma allow a finite number of reen-
trant corners without restriction on angle and without affecting the choice 
of /jL; even cusps and doubly covered portions of S can be admitted. An 
outward cusp is however excluded by the condition that the sets constructed 
under (3) above should not intersect. The outward corner; each such vertex 
Pj o fa corner wi th opening 2a < ir lies in a T,j,j < Np, for whichLj > cot a. 
L e m m a 3.2 Suppose there exists a solution u{x) of (3.7), (3.9) in Q； cor-
responding to 7 < 7r/2. Then an inequality 
[ \ f\ds < fM [ \Df\ + T [\f\dx 
J^ Jn Jn 
holds, with /i 二 l/cos7, for any f e BV{Q,). 
Proof: An integration by parts yields 
J fdWTudx 二 J fv . Tu — J Df • T^^. 
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Since d i v T u = ( E / Q ) c 0 s 7 , u • T i i ] s 二 cos7, |Tu| < 1，we o b t a i n the exp l ic i t 
est imate 
I f fds\ < — [ \Df\ + § [ \f\dx (3.21) 
7s cos7 JQ il Jn 
f o r m wh ich the s ta tement fol lows. • 
I n the rest o f th is c tap te r , we w i l l concentrate on the case when the 
d imension n 二 2. We in tend to prove the m a i n theorem essential ly due to 
Emmer [3 ] : 
Theorem 3.5 Suppose there is a decomposition { E j } as in section 3.1, such 
that y^l + Lj maxSj j3(s) < “ < 1 ， a l l j . Suppose further that (3.4) cmd (3.5) 
hold for every Caccioppoli set Q* + 0, Q i f H =const., otherwise that they 
hold for every f2* + 0. Then there is a minimizing function u{x) G BV{Q) 
for S[u]. The surface u{x) in regular and bounded in 17，has finite area, 
satisfies (3.2) in 0., and also the variational condition 
jjWp,Q + X'{u)7])dx - 义 pT]ds = 0 (3.22) 
for any 77 G T^^'H^^),Ci 二 ”工“ here W 二 y/l+p^,p 二 (Pi,^>2),Pi = u:^ If 
H 卓 const, on the surface u{x), then u{x) in uniquely determined; otherwise, 
u[x) in determined up to an additive constant. In either case，u{x) is a 
classical solution of (3.2) and (3.3) whenever such a solution exists. 
Definition. A function u{x) will be called a var ia t iona l so lu t ion for S in 0 
i f i ) u{x) is twice differentiable and satisfies (3.2) in Q, and i i ) the relation 
(3.22) holds for any 77 E W^^^{Cl). 
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We wi l l use the idea of generalized solutions introduced by Miranda. We 
need a theorem of Miranda, its proof is in [23]: 
Theorem 3.6 A function u G BV{Cl) minimizes S in fl if and only if its 
subgraph 
U = { { x , t ) e n x R : t < u { x ) } , (3.23) 
minimizes the functional 
«F[ [ / ]= [ \Dcpu\ + 2 [ H i f u - f P^u (3.24) 
JQ JQ J6Q 
with Q 二 11 X R. Where <pu is the characteristic function fo U. Minimization 
is here to be understood in the following sense: for T > 0 set 
Q r = ^ l x [ - T , T ] (3.25) 
SQr = dn X [ - T , T ] , (3.26) 
and for U C Q we write ‘ 
j T r [ t / ] = [ \D i pu \ ^2 [ H i f u - [ P _ . (3.27) 
JQr JCL J5q 
We say that U minimizes (or U is a solution of) T in Qx if^r[U] < ^r[S 
for any S C Qr- ^ e say that U minimizes (or U is a local solution of) T 
in Q ifU minimizes Tr in Q if U minimizes Tr in Qx for every T > 0. 
Definition. A function u(x) : 1^ ~^ [ - o o , +oo] is said to be a generalized 
solution for the functional S if its subgraph U is a local solution for T. 
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Setting P = {x e Q : u{x) 二 +oo } ;N 二 { x G Q. ： u{x) = -00} and 
G = i^\ (P U N). Then u{x) can be modified on a null set so that for any 
bali B{x] p) of radius p centered at x, there holds |P n B(z;p)| + 0 for all 
a :6P , |NnB(a : ; p ) | / 0 for all x € N. 
L e m m a 3.3 Let Vk G BV(Q),fQ 0 T + \Dvk\^ < M < 00，and suppose Vk 
converges in L^ (Q) to v{x) G BV{Q). Suppose that for given s > 0 there 
is a covering { E j } D E as in Lemma 3.1，with |JL < 1 + s. Then 8[v] < 
l i m i n f j t ^ ^ . 
Proof: (i)We consider first the term f^ A(u)dx. Set 
‘ A ( T ) + A ' (T ) (z^ -T ) , u>T 
入了(以）二| ACu), - T < u < T (3.28) 
A ( - T ) + A ' ( - T ) ( ^ + T) , u<-T 
< 
Since X"[u) > 0 by hypothesis, 
• ^ i ! ^ L l ^ 二 A ' (0 > A'(T) 
u — 1 
Thus we have always Xriu) < X{u) for all T. Now 
、 ' ( n u>T 
A^(ix) = 1 X'{u), -T < u < T (3.29) 
A ' ( -T ) , u < -T 
\ 
Hence 
/ XT{v)dx - / XT{vk)dx < M / \v - Vk\dx 
Jn Jn Jct 
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where M = max|t|<T |A'(t)|, and thus 
J XT{v)dx < lim'miJ^XT{vk)dx 
because of the L^ convergence of Vk to v. Hence 
J XT{v)dx < l im inf sup J XT{vk)dx 
t T * 
二 l im in f / X{vk)dx 
k Jn 
Take the suprium on both sides, we have 
/ X{v)dx 二 sup / XT{v)dx < i n f / X{vk)dx. 
Jn T J^ J^ 
(ii) We consider next the area integral U[u] = / ^ y^l + \Du\^dx. We write 
Us[u] 二 f�yJl + \Du\^dx over the subdomain Vl5 = n\^5, A5 二 {x G Q : 
d{x, E) < 5}. We have by definition 
r / 2 \ . / 2 \ 
U5[v] - U5[vk] 二 sup / go + V ^  Di9i dx - sup / /io + Vk J2 叔 
9 此5 \ i=i / h Jns \ i=i/ 
among vector functions g, h E Co^(Qs), with \g\, \h\ < 1. Thus 
lim inf Us (¾;] — U5 [vk] < liminfsup [ go 4- v ^ Digi dx 
fc k JQs \ i=i 乂 
|. / 2 \ 
一 sup / go + Vk J2 Di9i dx 
州<5 V i=l 
< l im 乂 sup L (…一叫)X^ D i g ) dx = 0 
Hence, 




because of the V- convergence of Vk to v. 
(iii) We consider the expression Q[u] = U[u] - /^ 0udx. Using Lemma 3.1, 
we find 
Q[v] - Q[vk] < {Us[v]-Us[vk])-^{2 + s) f y/l + \Dv\^dx 
^As 
+ s[ Jl + lDvkl^ + T{Q]S) [ \V-Vk\dx. 
‘ JAs V J^ • 
Given £ > 0, we first choose S so that 
[ 、 / l + Dvl^dx < 5； 
JAs V 
we next from (ii) that for the given 5 we have 
l iminf(Z^[v] - Us[vk]) < 0; 
k 
finally, we obtain 
l im / \v — Vk\dx = 0 
fc—oo Jci 
because of the L^ convergence of the {vk}. Thus, liminfA:(Q[i;] - Q[vk]) < 
(2 + e)i + sM. Since i, s are arbitrary, the lemma is proved. • 
Lemma 3.4 There exists C(T) such that if A is a solution for T in Qr, 
then 
[IDvpd < C{T). (3.30) 
JQr 




Tr[A] 二 / \D(pA\ + / H(fAdxdt + / f3(fAdsdt 
jQr JQr J^Qr 
< ^T [A \QT] 
= f \D^A\QT 
JQT 
< 2VL 
— ^ • 
SO that 
f | i :VA| < 2|Q| + f |^|da;c^ + 2\dn\T = C{T). 
JQr JQr 
• 
Theorem 3 .7 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5，but without any re-
quirement of the form (3.4) cind (3.5)，there exists a generalized solution 
u{x) for the functional E. 
Proof: Lemma 3.3 assures us of the existence of a minimizing u^ for £ in 
Vj 二 {w e BV[Q) : \u\ < j } . Since u^ G BV{Q), i ts subgraph U^ is a 
solution for T in Qr, for any T < j . 
Thus, for any fixed T we have 
[ ( p u i d x d t + [ \D(puA < 2T|n| + C(T); 
JQr JQT 
applying again the general compactness theorem for BV functions, we find 
W ^ U i n L^{Qr) for any T , and 





The set U, as a l imi t of subgraphs, is again a subgraph, for a function u{x) 
over Q that may assume the value ±00. The lower semicontinuity of the 
functional T is obtained as in Lemma 3.3, thus Tr[U] < ^ T [ V ] for any 
Caccioppoli set V. • 
Under the hypotheses that have been used thus far, i t must be expected 
that the sets P or N can be of significant size; The extent to whicfi (3.4) and 
(3.5) restrict to the behavior of the solution can be seen from the following 
results. 
Lemma 3.5 Suppose U^ is a solution for 
Ti[A] = f lD(fAl + 2 I WifAdxdt - [ 0^cpAdsdt. 
JQr JQr J5QT 
Suppose lP ~> H uniformly in Qr,P^ ~> P uniformly on SQr- Then U^ is a 
minimizing sequence for J^rl^,. 
A 
Proof: Suppose not, there would exist a subsequence Uj and a subgraph 
U e BV{Qr) with 
TT[U] < miTT{U''_ 
= i n f { J ^ ^ [ l 7 ^ ] + 2 [ {H - W ) i f j j j d x d t - [ {P - 0^)cp^jdsdt} 
JQx J SQT 
二 i n f ^ # : 
< MTi^[U] 
The last inequality holds since W is minimizing for T^. Letting j ^ 00，we 
obtain a contradiction. • 
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Lemma 3.6 The set P minimizes the functional ^[A]; the set N minimizes 
^ [ A . 
Proof: For a sequence j ~> oo, let 
Uj = { ( x , t) e Q ： t < u{x) - j } . 
^ • 
Then Uj is a solution for 
J^^A] = I D(pAl + / H(u^j)(pAdxdt - / fi(pAdsdt. 
JQ JQ J5Q 
We have U^ — OU^ 二 U 二 P x R. According to Lemma 3.5, CP is a 
minimizing sequence, hence by semicontinuity P x E minimizes 
J^^"[A] = [ \DipA\ + 2 [ ifA- [ P^A 
JQr JQr J5Q 
二 [T ^A{t)]dt. 
J-T 
Since P x R and ^[A] do not contain t, the result for P follows. The corre-
sponding result for N is proved analogously. • 
Lemma 3.7 Let u be a generalized solution for S, and suppose (3.4) holds 
for every Q* ^ 0. Then P 二 0. If (3.5) holds for every Cl* ^ 0，then N 二 0. 
Proof : By Lemma 3.6，the result follows immediately. • 
T h e o r e m 3.8 Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 hold except that the 
onlyu requirement on fjL is that for any s > 0 a covering { E ^ } as in Lemma 
3,3 can be found, with |jL < 1 + e. Then there exists a generalized solution 
u{x) ofS in Q that is locally finite in fi. 
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Proof: The case H 丰 const, has been proved. For the case H 三 const.， 
for which (3.4) and (3.5) fail when Q* 二 Q. To study this case, set H j 二 
H + Ej tan—i u, for some sequence Sj — 0，and let Uj be the corresponding 
generalized solution for 8. Choose \ j such that 
meas{x G 9. : Uj{x) - Xj < 0} > i | Q | (3.31) 
^ 1 ‘ 
meas{x G Q : Uj{x) - Xj > 0} > - | 0 | , (3.32) 
and set 
j j j = {{x, t) e Q : t < Uj{x) - X j } . (3.33) 
Then Uj is a solution for 
JP[A]= [ \D(fA\ + f Hj{t + Xj)(fAdxdt - [ p(fAdsdt. (3.34) 
JQ JQ J5Q 
By Lemma 3.4, /g^ \D(puj \ < C(T), hence there is a subsequence Uj ~> U in 
V- [Qr)- Since Hj ~> H uniformly in Q, Uj is a minimizing sequence for Tr[A], 
and, be semicontinuity, U is a solution for Tr[A] for any T > 0，hence U is a 
local solution for T[A\ and the corresponding u{x) a generalized solution for 
8. By Lemma 3.6, P minimizes ^,ATminimizes 少.If the relations (3.4) and 
(3.5) hold, then P 二 0 or 0 , N 二 0 or a But (3.31) and (3.32) hold in the 
l imit as j ~> oo, hence neither P nor N can be Q and the proof is completed. 
• 
Giaquinta[12] proved the following result: 




Under the conditions given, i t can sti l l happen that u wi l l have infinite 
l imits wi th approach to some boundary sets. That eventuality is however 
excluded when the constant p of Lemma 3.1 satisfies / i < 1. I t suffices to 
make that assumption wi th repect to those sets E j such that a given point 
p G E lies in the support of the corresponding cpj. The point p w i l l then have 
a distance greater than a to the remaining points of E, in the sense that any 
ball B^{p) of radius a〉0 about p wi l l meet Ct in a component for which 
all boundary points on E lie in the indicated Ej. This hypothesis permits, 
for example, inward cusps and even boundary segments that may physically 
coincide but are adjacent to differing parts o fH . 
Lemma 3.8 (Gusti[16]) Letp e E. We suppose max \Pj\ maxy l^ + L| < 1 
in the indicated { E j } . Let u{x) be a generalized solution for S in 1^ with 
subgraph U. Let Zr{p,r) denote the cylinder \x — p\ < r, \t — r\ < r , and 
let Ur = U n Zr. There exist constants C > 0 and r*o > 0 such that if the 
measure \Ur\ > 0 for all r > 0； then \Ur\ > Cr^ for all r < r*o. 
Proof: Since U minimizes T in any Qr, we may compare U wi th U\Zr, 
getting 
/ \D(fiu\ + / H(fudxdt - / pipu^dsdt < / (pu 
jQnZr >/QnZr_ J5QnZr JdZr 
so for almost all r > 0 
f {D(puA+ f H^Urdxdt- [ pifiUr < 2 [ _ . (3.35) 
jQ JQ J5Q JdZr 
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Using (3.18) and the isoperimetric inequality(3.17), summing over the ap-
propriate j , we find 
^ ^ (pu,dsdt < max^1 + L] j^ \Dipur\ + C\Ur 
< max yJl + L]人 \D^Ur + C\Zr\^'^ ^ ^ \D^Ur (3.36) 
for some constants C. ^ . 
We have 
I {D(fiUrl = / \D^Ur \ + / Wrdsdt-JR^ JQ J5Q 
for r < a small enough that C\Zr\^/^ < \ we obtain from (3.36) 
r max./l + L2 + C|Z,|V3 
L^S V c | V / 3 ~ ~ " 1 斤 \ (3.37) 
and 
r max J l + L? + 1 r 
L l ^ ^ - I ^ l - C | Z . | V 3 / j D w l 
< 2(1 + m a x ^ l + Lj) j^ \d(fUr- (3.38) 
We have next 
[H(fndxdt = [ dt f Hcpurdx (3.39) 
JQ Jr-r JBr{p) 
> -厂付 { [ \H\^(purdx f ipu^dxY^^dt (3.40) 
一 Jr-r JBr{p) JBr{p) 
/ T + r 
|[/『(力)|1/2^/力 (3.41) 
—r 
where H「= min{0, H{r - r)} and Ur{s) 二 Ur f l {x, t) : t 二 s. Using again 
the isoperimetric inequality, we obtain 




Combining (3.37)，(3.38) and (3.42) together, then we get 
/ Hipndxdt - / f3(pur^sdt 
JQ JdQ 
> - { - 2 C ( 1 + max ^ 1 + L ] ) \H^ \T 
m a x , - . y / m f ) + C | Z , | V 3 , 
+ (¾,/¾) ^ V c i V ~ ~ > / , l ^ ^ ^ l ' (3.43) 
where the maxima are taken among the E j under consideration. 
The expression in brackets tends to (maxj /¾) maxj y^l + L】< 1 by hy-
pothesis, as r ^ 0. Therefore, for all sufficiently small r we wi l l have by 
(3.35)，(3.38) and (3.43) and 
^\Ur\ 二 f ^U > £0 [ \D^Ur 
dr JdZr JQ 
for some ^o > 0. Using once more the isoperimetric inequality, we find 
^ W A > e M " (3.44) 
dr 
for some Si < 0, for almost all r in an interval 0 < r < r*i. I f \Ur\ > 0 for all 
r > 0，we may integrate (3.44) to obtain the stated result since \Ur\ 二 cr^.. 
• 
Theorem 3.10 Let p G E be in a neighborhood on E that can be cov-
ered by intervals T,k of S o,s in Lemma 3.1, each of which can be repre-
sented locally by Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz constants Lk such that 
max \pk \ max yJ 1 + L | < 1. Then any generalized solution u{x) ofE of which 
P 二 N 二 0 is (essentially) bounded for any approach to p. If the above condi-
tion holds for all p G S； then u[x) is hounded in (^，describes a surface with 
finite area, minimizes £ in BV{Vt), and is a variational solution for S in Q. 
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Proof: The values of H enter into (3.44) only through the factor |i7(7| in 
(3.39), and affect (3.44) only in the size of the interval [0,r*i]. For given 
tQ, |iiT^| is uni formly bounded for all t > to, thus the estimate (3.44) holds 
w i th fixed £i and ri for al l t > tQ. 
Suppose there would exist a point po G S and a sequence Xi G 0., w i th 
Xi ~> po and u{xi) ~^ 4^oo, then for all t there would hold \Ur(j)Q, t ) | > 0 
for al l r > 0，hence by Lemma 3.8 , for any fixed r , there exist C, R > 0 
such that |C/fi(p05 ^)| > CB? for all t > r . We conclude immediately that 
P 7^  0,thus contradict ing Lemma 3.7. 
A 
For the set N, we make the transformation u = —v, H{v) = -H[-u),p = 
-p. Then 
T\U]三:F[V] = f D(pv\ + f H(fvdxdt — f 0(pvdsdt 
JQ JQ J5Q 
and U is a local solution for T i f and only i f V in a local solution for !F. The 
above reasoning shows P + 0, which is equivalent to N + 0. 
Suppose u were (essentially) unbounded, there would be a sequence of 
sets Qj C ^ of positive measure, in which u > j ~> 00. A l im i t point po 
on E would satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.8 and we would obtain a 
contradiction as above. Since u is bounded and its subgraph U is a local 
solution for T, Lemma 3.4 yields that / g \D(pu\ = So. \J^ + \Du\^dx < 00. 
Thus u has finite surface area and u{x) G BV[Q), and since U minimizes Tr 
for all sufficiently large T. By Theorem 3.6，and Theorem 3.9，u minimizes 
8 and u is a classical solution of (3.2) in Q. 
Let 77 G i y i ' i ( n ) and E： any real number. We have 





成 = r w , , { p + T C ) d T , 
Jo 
A = / X'(u 4- T7])dr. 
Jo 
Thus, 
芸 二 |^{^PiCi + ^'v)dx- | j T ] d s 
‘“二 0 (3.45) 
since u(x) minimizes the functional £. • 
We have proved all of Theorem 3.5 but the uniqueness statement. We 
study the uniqueness in the next chapter. 
For the existence of a minimum for the functional 
J='(u) = f Jl + Du^+ f X(x,u)dx+ I \u - ^\dHn-i + / KudHn-i 
\ ‘ Ja V Jn JdiQ Jd2n 
we have the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.11 (Giusti[13]) Let Q. be a domain in M .^ Suppose dVt G C\ 
(f){x) and K,{x) are hounded measurable functions in ^ Q = ^i H dVl and d2^, 
respectively, with |/c(a;) < 1. H{x, t) is a Lipschitz-continuous function in 
Cl X R, non-decreasing in t for every x G H. 
There exist two positive constants to and ao such that for every Cacciop-
poli set B C 11. 
[H(x,to)dx+ [ K^BdHn-i > - [ |Z:)0s| + 2aomin{|5|,|l]-B|} 
JB Jd2O. M 
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f H(x,-to)dx+ f i^4>BdHn-i < [ \D^B\ + 2aQ m i n { | 5 | , | n - J 5 | } 
JB Jd2Cl Jcii 
where we have denoted by \B\ the measure ofB. 
Then (3.11) exists a minimum. 







4.1 General Bounded Domains Case 
In this chapter, we wi l l study the problems of uniqueness. We use the same 
notations as in previous chapter, we have 
Theorem 4 .1 Let u, u be variational solutions for S, in the sense of Def-
inition 3.2, corresponding to P < fi. Then either u < u in Cl, or else 
X{u)三 A'(ii)，P 三白，and u 三 ii + C in Q. 
Proof: Since 
S{e) == j^ y/l + \D{u ^ €T])\2 + 1^ X{u + er])dx _ £ P{s){u + er))ds 
for any s G R and r/ € V^i ' i (n). Using the same notations as previous 
chapter, we have, 
芸 二 [ [Wp,{p + £C)G + ^'{u + ev)]dx 一 / Pvds. (4.1) 
OS Jn J^ 
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Suppose there exists two variational solutions u[x) and u{x) w i th u{x) > 
u{x) in some open set Q C Vt. We choose M sufficiently large that the set 
^M = {x G Ct : 0 < u — u < M} + 0 
and define the function rj on Q by 
f 
‘ 0， u - u < 0 * 
v{oo) = u - u, 0 < u — u < M 
M, M < u - u. 
\ 
Since u, u G C^(Q), rj G W^^^{Q), and since u and u are variational solutions, 
we have 
[[Wp,{p)Ci + X'{u)f]]dx - [ 0T]ds = 0 
J fi ^S 
[ [Wp,{p)Ci + >^'{u)r]]dx- [ h d s = 0 
Jvt ^s 
Therefore, we have 
| ^ Q d x = | ^ { P - 0 ) v d s (4.2) 
with 
Q == 乂 1 [ ^ ) (P + ^C)CCj + A"(& + Tv)vv]dr. (4.3) 
A 
where i) = u — u, Ci 二 ^ t i . 




On the set Q.M, 0 < u - u < M , r]{x) = u - u. Thus, r]{x)三 fj[oo) and 
hence Q > 0 and equality holding only i f u 三 ii or A〃 三 0 and u 三 ii + C. 
On the set Q^- 二 { x G Q. ： u{x) — u{x) > M } , r ] [ x ) 二 M, Q = 1 = • 
wherever i t is defined, and r]f| > M^ , hence the same conclusion holds. 
On the set Q~ == {工 G Q ： u (x ) - u (x ) < 0，7j(x)三 0，we have Q 三 0 
A 
wherever i t is defined (up to a set of measure zero). Since f3 < p , we have 
Q^ 二 0, i.e., either u < u in Q or else X'{u)三 A'(ii) and j3 三白.Since equality 
at any point implies equality throughout Q. by the maximum principle, the 
theorem is proved. • 
We have the following consequences from the above theorem: 
Corollary 4.2 The result just proved implies the uniqueness statement in 
Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 4.3 Let u, u satisfy Nu > Hu in the sense of the variational rela-
tion 
[ { [ w , , { p ) - W,MCi + [入‘⑷ - ^ ' { u M d s 一 [ {p - Pvds < 0， （4.4) 
JQ JE 
for all 7] e V ^ " i ' i ( f i ) . Suppose E 二 ！：《 U S " U Eo, with u < u on E^ , p < p 
on Ti^, and such that Eo has one-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. Then 
either 
1. u < u in 0., equality holding at any point if and only if equality holds 
throughout Vt; or else 
2. X'{u)三 A'(ii)，P 三台,equality holds in (44), and u 三 ii + C in Q. 
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Proof: Same as Theorem 4.1. • 
Theorem 4.4 Let Q. e C^, and let u{x) be a minimizing function for S in 
Q in the sense of Theorem 3.5. Let v(x) G C^(Q) H C^(Q) be a solution of 
(3.2) in Q； with (3.3) holding on E . Then either u 三 ” in Q>, or X'{u) = \{v) 
and u 三 V + C in Vt. 
V ^ 
Proof: Since v{x) G C^(Q) n (72(印 and since u{x) is a minimizing function 
for S, u, Du e L i ( n ) . Setting rj = u — u, then 
d8[v + S7]] ^ 
^ 二 •• 
己已 .=0 
The remainder of the proof is same as the proof in theorem 4.3. • 
Therefore, ti(a;) is a classical solution of (3.2) and (3.3) whenever such a 
solution exists. 
4.2 Infinite Strip Case 
Let Q. be a domain in R". Consider the equation of prescribed mean curvature 
divTn = H in Q (4.5) 
Finn[5] showed that i f u is a solution of (4.5) with H 二 n in a set con-
taining the unit ball in R^, then H = Bi and u is a lower hemisphere. We 
emphasize that no boundary condition is imposed. 
In the case 9. is unbounded, Finn[5] conjectured that the only solution of 
(4.5) wi th H 二 2 over an infinite strip of width 1 in R^ is a cylinder. The 
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counterexamples of this conjecture are ^ v e n b>[30,31]The idea is to construct 
a super-solution diY[Dv|yJl + \Dv\^) < 2 and a subsolution w < v w i th the 
same boundary values on the strip Q 二 {(o^ y)\ 一 全 < y < \}. Impl ic i t ly we 
describe the function w = w{x, y) by a parametric surface ~ 
工二卜讲一。 0 3約為， 
y ='^sin9, ‘ 
z = ie^ + i ( l - c o s ^ ) ^ , 
which is a parabolic trough wi th semi-circular cross section. When y = 0，we 
have a plane curve on xz-p lane. Which is given by z 二 |a;2. The tangent 
vector at x — a is (1, a), and thus the normal vector at x = a should be 
( - a , l ) .The normal v,ector at x 二 a w i t h the norm \ is ( - 5 7 p ^ , 2Va^+i)' 
Since 
( ( ‘ 1 , 广 、 a a Y 
a - - ( 1 一 c o s ^ ) - 7 = = -a^z^y==== 
\^V 2、 ^ v T T ^ 2v^o2TTy 
、9\ 1/2 
1 . / 1 , 1 , n、 1 1 2 1 V 、 1 
+ : s i n 2 “ ( , + # + — ^ ^ - W ^ ^ ^ ) J 二互. 
Therefore, when ^ =constant. We have a circle w i th radius | and the 
normal vector of the circle is in the normal plane of the surface. So the 
parabolic trough has mean curvature > 2. 
Now we consider the two boundary curves which are given by 
f r = f - 1 / • 工 ^ 2 7 ^ ， 
r — ip2 , 1 1 




By direct computation, we have the curvature 
k(t) = ((1一2(1+力2)3/2)卜2一2(1 + 力2)5/2))/ 
( ( 2 、 " , t V ( - 1 + 2 ( 1 + , 2 ) 3 / 2 ) 2 ^ 
“ ( 1 + 力 2 ) � - ^ T T T ^ ) + 4(1+力2)3 . 
\ \ z y 
Setting k'{t) 二 0 and‘solving i t , we have the root t 二 0. * 
Since A;"(0) 二 一12，k{t) attains its maximum at t = 0. And since A;(0)= 
2. We conclude that the two boundary curves have curvature < 2. Therefore 
the parabolic cylinder containing these two curves is the required super-
solution V. By [15], there exists a constant mean curvature surface in between 
a sub-solution and a super-solution. So Finn's conjecture is not true. In the 
next page, we plot the required super-solution and the subsolution. 
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Tam[27][28] considered the following problem related to Finn's conjecture: 
‘ 
divTiA 二 H in Cl, , 、 
< (4.6) 
Tu • u 二 cos7 on dQ., 
K 
where f > 7 > 0，H and 7 are constant and Q = R x ( - | , | ) C M^ 
Lemma 4.1 Suppose (4.6) has a solution u. Then H 二 2cos7. 
> • 
Proof: We have now Q 二 R2 乂 (_ | . , i ) Thus, 
f divTiz = f H 
Jn Jn 
二 H'2T 
二 / cos 7 
Jdn 
= c o s 7 . 4T + / Tu . 77 
y{-T,T>x(-i,i) 
where rj is the unit outward normal of ( - T , T) x ( - | , | ) at { - T , T} x ( - | , | ) . 
Then we get 
H 二 2.cos7 + te^iiI^ 
^ 2 
< 2-cos7 + -
Similarly, we have 
2 
H > 2 . cos 7 — — 
— ,2T 
Letting T ^ 00, we have H 二 2 c0s7. • 
Tam[27][28] proved that any solution of (4.5) is of the form 0^+constant 
for some |^| < 1 i f f > a > 0，where 
1 I f 1 、2~~~“ p 
�� = _ 7 r ^ V Q ‘ ) “ “ ^ 7T^' ' 
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that is, any solution of (4.5) is a cylinder. For a 二 0，it was proved by J. 
Hwang first. 
In the section, we give a simple proof for the cases | > a > 0 due to 
Hwang[18]. His proof generalized Tam's Theorem for more general domain 
a 
Lemma 4.2 Let Q C E^ and let u,v G C^(f2). Then ‘ 
, 、， … Du-Dv? / \Du\ 、 一 
(Du — Dv) . (Tw — 丁…> , 1 一 , 4.7) 
一 yJl + {\Du\ + \Du-Dv\y \ ^l + \Du\^) 
Proof: Let \Du\ 二 a and \Du - Dv\ = b. After choosing a suitable co-
ordinates, we may assume Du - Dv 二 (办，0)， Du 二 (acos(9, a2) where 
0 < Q < 7T, a^ cos2 0 + al 二 a^. Then Dv 二 {a cos 9 - b, a2). Hence 
( D u D v _ 、 ， n ^ 、 = =.(Du — Dv) 
V V l + \Du\^ ^+\Dv\y 
《 a cos 6 a cos 0 — b \ 
— , Q 
y v T + ^ 2 yJl + {acose-b)^ + alJ 
/ J 1 1\ b\ 二 b a cos d j 。 H— 
V V%A+a2 r^j jJ 
( ,( -2abcos6 + b^ \ h\ 二 b a cos Q , ~"f , • H— 
乂 \ V T T ^ 7 ( V T T ^ 4- 7) / ^ J 
b^  ( acos^(-2acos6> + 6) \ 
— _•_ — _ _ « ^ _ _ _ _ ^ — ~^  1 
— 7 \ v T + ^ ( v T T ^ + 7) ) ‘ 




Vl + a^ + Vl + a2 - 2a6cos(9 + b^ > \a\ + \acos9 - b 
> I - 2a cos 0 + b 
and since Vl + c^^ 一 2a6cos^ + b^ < yJl + (a + 6)2, we have 
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(Tu - Ti;) . (Du 一 Dv) > , 1 - I , • 
、 ^ 、 一 ^ 1 + (a + 6)2 V V T T ^ ; 
This completes the proof. • 
Remark: This theorem can be generalized to any dimension without es-
sential change. 
Theorem 4.5 Let gi, g2 G C^(R) satisfy g2 < g\ in R. SetQ. 二 {(工,2/)|分2(2/) < 
X < 9i{y)}. Let u,v G C^{n) satisfy Tu,Jv e C (^H) n C (^17). Suppose that 
for every s > 0； |Z>a| is uniformly hounded in { ( x , y ) | ^2 (y ) + ^ < x and 
00 < 9i{y) - s } . And if 
f 
divT^; 二 divTi^ in Q, 
~[v . V = Tu . V on dQ.^ 
< 
/p^^ Tu . i/idcr = /p^^ Tu • i/ida for some constant y^, 
|Fy| 二 0 ( | y | | - " ) as y ~^ 士00 for some constant awith 0 < a < |, 
where Ty 二 ["2(?/)，仍(2/)] x { y } , then we have u 三 v+constant in Q. 
Proo f : For any two numbers y1,y2 with yi < y2, we set 
^yi,v2 =^^n{(:r,")|-yi < y < y 2 ) . 
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By divergence theorem, we have 
/ [Tu • u — Tv • u)da = / / divTw — Tv 二 0. 
^d^yi,V2 Jj〜i’y2 
Since {Tu — 7¾;). v 二 0 on dVi, v — v\ on Ty^, and v — -vi on Fy^, we obtain 




/ {Tu — Ti*) . UidcT = constant 二 / {Tu — Tv) . uida 二 0 (4.8) 
^^yi ^^V0 
for every yi G R. 
Similarly, applying divergence theorem again, we have 
/ tan—i(w — v){Tu — Tv) . i/ida 
r^3;2 
—J tan"^(u — v){Tu — T^;) • Uida 
= [ f ^ ^ ^ - ( T . - T . ) 
J J^y^,V2 1 + (U - ^r 
+ / / tan_i(w — v) (divTi^ — divTi>) 
J ^^Vl,V2 
= [ [ 1 ( 3 _ 1 • (Tt. - T . ) > 0, (m < y2). (4.9) 
"%l,2/2 1 + [U - V)^ 
For each y G R, let us write 
f { y ) = [ t3.n-\u-v){Ju-Tv)-ui. (4.10) J^y 
By (4.9), / ( y ) is increasing in y, hence limy_^±oo/(y) exist. We claim 
that liniy_>oo f{v) 二 0. Otherwise, there exist two positive constants y'Q and 
Ci such that 
\f{y)\ > Ci for every y > ^ > 0. (4.11) 
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Hence Ci < | /r^ tan"^(^^ - v){Tu - Tv) . " i | < 7r|ry|, and we have | r^ | > 孕 
for every y > y'^. Define m{y) 二 j ! ^ / r ; t a n " H ^ 一 ^ )dcr for every y > y^, 
where r； = [g2{y) + ^,9i{y) _ ^] x {"}，|r;| is the length o f r ; . I t follows 
that \m{y)\ < | for every y > y^. From (4.8)，we see that 
[m{y){Tu — Tu) . "1 = m{y) | (T i i - Tv) . "1 = 0 for every y t^yp) 
J^y , ^^y , 
By hypothesis, \Du\ is uniformly bounded in Uy>^^rj^, so there exists a 
positive constant C2 (independent of y) such that 
\Du\ < C2 in U p 4 r ; . (4.13) 
Hence for each y > y'Q, 
1, (tan_i(ZA — v) — m{y){Tu — Tt;) • ui 
> / (t3,n'^{u — v) — m{y){Ju — Tt?) • i^i 
^^y 
一 f (tan"^(tA - v) - m{y){Ju - Ti；) • ui • (4.14) 
^^y\^y 
By direct computation, we have 
( \ r ' y — - i ( u — V) 一 m(y ) ) (Tu 一 T . ) . . , | < 2 . g ( | + f ) . 2 = 警 . 
Combining this result w i th (4.10)-(4.12) and (4.14)，we have 




Applying Poincare inequality to the left hand side of (4.15), we obtain 
•^^^ < 2 [ \td.n-\u-v)-m{y) 
2 - Jr'y 
, r |Z>u — Dv 
- “ J r , 1 + {u - vy 
, / r Du-Dvl 
< 2 r / 
- y \JT'yn{\Du-Dv\<8-^r'y\-^Ci] 1 + {u — v)^ 
‘ r \Du-Dv\ y 
7r'yn{|Dw-Dv|28-i|rg-2Ci} 1 + {u — v^) 
Ci , r Du-Dvl 
< ^ + 2r ' / ^ ^ ^ . 
一 4 ^ Jryn{\Du-Dv\>8-'^\ry\-^Ci} 1 + (u - v y 
Hence for every y > y'Q, we have 
m i < f \Du-Dv\^ 
8|rjj — Jryn{lDu-Dvl>s-^T'yl-^Ci} 1 + {u — v)^ 
From (4.13), we have 
Du - Dv\^ ( — \Du\ \ 
.Jl + {\Du\^-\Du-Dv\y V \l^ + \Du\^) 
Du - Dv / Du \ 
> . 1 - . 
一 ^1 + (C2 + \Du - Dv\y V Vl + \Du\^) 
o-l p/ _2广 / 广 \ 
> \Du — Dv\ , 8 r , Ci 1 一 _ ^ _ (4 i7) 
_ V i + (C2 + 8 - i | r ; | -2C i )2 V V i + C | y 
in r； n {\Du - Dv\ > 8 - i | r ; | - 2 C i } . 
Combining (4.16) with the inequalities (4.7) and (4.17), we obtain the 
estimate 
^ # < 8 | r ; p c r V i + (^2 + " r ; | - 2 C i ) 2 ( 1 - - j f ^ 
01y \ ^ 1 + G2/ 
r {Du - Dv) . (T^ - T?;) 
Jryn{\Du-Dv\>8-^\ry\-^Ci} 1 + {u — v)^ , 
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1 
Since r； C r^, 
|r;iyi + (C2 + 8-i|r;j-2q2 < |r,iyi + (C2 + 8-i|r;|-2c1)2 (4.i8) 
i t is easy to see that 
| / (y ) | < 6 4 | r / C i - y i + (C2 + 8 - i | r ; | - 2 C i ) 2 . 
f ‘ Cs y ^ r {Du - Dv). {Tu - TV) 
. 、 l _ y i + C ! J '^y 1 + (^ -力 2 ‘ 
hence we have 
广 r -3 f ( � < f (Du - Dv) • (T^ - T^) ( � 
G | r g l / (y ) l < i ^ ~ ~ l + ( ^ - . ) 2 ~ ~ (4.19) 
where 
( ( ,/CA-' A'V' i Ch \ 
C4 - 64-^Ci 1 + C2 + 8 - M ^ Ci 1 - ! . 
V V \ J ) ) \ ^/i + c|J 
By (4.9), (4.10) and Fubini's Theorem, for every y > y'。, we have 
f ( y ) — /(y[,) 二 [ t an - i ( i i - v){Ju — Tv) . " i — | tan"^(w - v){Tu - Tv) . " i 
" y 斤4 
二 [ [ ^--^^ iTu-Jy) " � ’  ^ + (…？、 
ry ( f Du — Dv , \ ,^ ,』^n、 
二 / / ——： 7:r-^———c^a dt. (4.20) 
Jy'o \M 1 + (^ - ^)^ • (T^ - T^)； 
Hence 
[ Du-Dv 一 彻 
JTy 1 + {u - vY • {Tu — Tu) 
and 
4 M - > C4|rj-3 > C5y-i+3a for y > y', > 0 (4.21) 
l / ' ( 2 / ) l 
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where C5 is a positive constant. Integrate (4.21) f rom y'Q to y, y > y,。, we 
obtain 
| log|/(y)|- log|/( i ;^)|| > ^ ^ ^ ( ? / " — ?^3a) (4.22) 
Note that \ f { y ) \ < 7r|r^| = 0 (2/3-") • Let y ~> 00 in (4.22), we get a contra-
diction. Thus we obtain lim,^^oo f { y ) = 0. Similarly, we have Viniy^_oo f { y ) = 
0. Using (4.9) again and let t ing 1j2 ~> 00, iji ^ -00, we have ff^ j j f ^ i ^ . 
(Tw - Ti;) = 0, hence (Du - Dv) . (Tn — Tv)三 0 in Q. By the well-known 
inequality 
(Du — Dv) . {Ju - l v ) > \Du-Dv\^ 
一 max ( ( l f |Dzx|2)2, (1 + | i : i^ |2) f ) , 
we have Du 三 Dv in Vt. This completes the proof. 口 
A n immediate consequence is 
Corollary 4 .6 Lei U be the infinitt strip ( - | , | ) . Let u,v e C^{Q) satisfy 
^u,Jv e C^{Cl) n Ci(l^. Suppose that for every e > 0，\Du\ is uniformly 
hounded in [ - | + £, | — s] x R. And if 
( 
d i vT f = d ivT i i in Q, 
^ Tv . u = Tu • u on dQ, 
IryQ 丁” . Pida — /r^o 丁" • ^idor for some constant 训， 
where v is the unit outward normal ofdQ., "1 二〈0,1), r ^ = Cl n {(o;, y)\y = 
2/o)j then we have v 三 u+constant. 
Tam's theorem is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.6. 
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Corollary 4 .7 Every solution u of(4.6) is of the form ^^+constant for some 
P\ < 1，where Q is the infinite strip ( - | , |) x R, 
' ” 7 J ^ + * " ， 
where f3 satisfies /『卯 7如."i 二 /『卯 Tu . "1，for some constant yo. 
Proof: Since every cylinder of the form 
小 一 1 I P y 
^ ( 2 ^ ^ ) — 工 2 “ 
is a required solution of (4.6), Obviously, we may rotate the cylinder from 
the x -ax i s to get other solutions. I f we rotate the cylinder continuously from 
horizontal to vertical, j p^ T ^ . "1 wil l change the value from 0 to 1 or from 0 
to —1 depending on the direction of rotation. Suppose there is a solution u 
of (4.6) and for some constant yo, /[卯 Tu . "1 — C, then - 1 < C < 1. Then 
we can find a cylinder ¢3 such that / [ T# . "1 = J^ T?/. "1 Thus, u must 
i^o 3^0 
have form 
h = —~I 1 。 二 + / ? noV + constant. 
, / r ^ v ^ v w ? ' 
Y V2cosa； 丄 • 
Remark. In (4.23), we assume neither divTif =constant nor Tu-iy =constant, 
hence this theorem generalizes Tam's Theorem. 
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Chapter 5 
Gradient Estimate of Surfaces 
of Constant Mean Curvature 
Using the existence theorem 3.11, we wi l l study some gradient estimate for 
surfaces of constant mean curvature. We consider the equation 
divTi i = 2 (5.1) 
in a domain in R^. In [8], Finn and Giiisti showed that there exists a constant 
Ro = 0.5654062332... and a decreasing function M(R), wi th M{Ro) = oo, 
M(1 ) = 0, such that i f u is a solution of (5.1) on B{R), where B{R) is the disk 
centering at the origin wi th radius R, and i f R > Ro, then |V"(0) | < M{R); 
thus |Vu(0)| admits a bound depending only on domain of definition. 
In [5], i t was shown that i f R > 1 then R 二 1 and u{x, y) describes a lower 
hemisphere. Finn conjectured that i f a solution ii{x) of (5.1) is defined over 
BR and if R > l / n , then all derivatives of u{x) are bounded at the center 
of BR, the bound depending only on R and not depending on the function 
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u{x). Further, as R — 1 all solutions in Bn should tend in any fixed J5^ 
uniformly wi th all derivatives to the lower hemisphere. The conjecture in the 
case n = 2 for all R exceeding Ro is correct and fails if R < R^. We establish 
them in this chapter. 
5.1 The Gradient Estimate 
Lemma 5.1 Let u(x) be a solution of (5.1) in a disk BR : \x\ < R. Let V be 
a domain with the properties: 
i) the boundary dV = Fi + r2+P0 + Qv，where 1\，r? are relatively open 
andpo,qQ are points; 
i i ) there is an arc S C V and extending to F i , such that the maximum 
distance of any point p e S to dV is less than R; 
i i i ) there exists a bounded solution v{x) of (5.1) in V, such that u • Tv ~> 
- 1 for any approach to Fi, u • Jv ^ -\1 for any approach to「2. 
Then |Vu(0)| < miUp^s |Vr(P). 
Proof: 
Let p e S and place V over B^ with p at the center. Then by ii), 
V C BR. We may rotate V about p so that the gradients of u and of v 
coincide in direction. I f |Vu| > \Vv\ at p we move V continuously so that 
the origin moves along S in the direction Fi . Since \Vv\ : 00 on 1\ there 
munt by a point pi 6 S at which (after a possible rotation of V)Vu — Vv. 
Set w 二 u — V. We may assume w{0) 二 0. There cannot hold w 三 0 
as \Vv\ ^ 00 at Fi . By [4], there is an integer m > 2 and neighbourhood 
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of Pi that is divided by (smooth) level curves w = 0 through pi into 2m 
distinct regions X>(i), • . . ， V ^ ^ ^ \ and such that w < 0 through in V^^^\w > 0 
in办2州). 
We use the same symbols X>(》to denote the connected components con-
taining these regions, in which w does not change sign. 
Denote by F(》the points of dV、A that lie on either T i or「2. Suppose 
？⑴ n r i + 0, ？⑵ n r? + 0, 7(13) n 1\ + 0. Then clearly 厂⑷ n r2 二 0. We 
conclude either there is a region T>^、with r ^ + i ) n 1\ 二 0. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume r(i) D Fi = 0. Setting 





[ V f ] . (Ju — Tv)dx = [ T]u . ( T u — Jv)ds < 0 (5.2) 
Jv 斤⑴ 
since r] > 0 and u • Jv — + 1 on [2. The integrand on the left side of (5.2) 
is positive or zero by (2.5), and hence (5.2) implies Vrj 三 0 in V. Clearly, 
u{x) + v{x) on r(2). This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 
• 
We wi l l apply Lemma 5.1 to a moon domain D as shown in the figure. We 
need to know conditions under which domains V and corresponding solutions 
V can exist. From Theorem 1 of [6] we see that F i , r 2 must have curvatures 
^ci > 2, K,2 < 2，and thus we are led by symmetry considerations to a moon 
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domain D. 
By integrating (5.1) over D, we have a necessary condition for existence 
is 
|r2| - |ri| = 2\D\. (5.3) 
Consider the situation that P2 is concentric with B^ and 1\ passing 
through the center of Bn. In this situation, (5.3) implies for the radii R i jR2 
ofr1,r2 
R2{l - R2){0 + 7T) — 2Ri9 = Rl sin 6 + i?'?(sin 20 — 20) (5.4) 
wi th 
^ = 2 s i n - ^ ^ . (5.5) 
From (5.4) and (5.5), R2{R1) < 0. Thus, the most favorable geometry occurs 
if R l is as large as possible. Since K>i > 2 I f we take Ri = | , then (5.4), (5.5) 
become, setting R — 7¾, 
R V r ^ { n V r ^ - VYTR) + [2R{1 — R) - 1] sin—i R = 0, (5.6) 
which has the solution 
R = Ro = 0.5654062332 •. • . (5.7) 
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We refer to corresponding moon region as Do. 
The configuration Do is not permitted in Lemma 5.1 since Ki or /c2 is equal 
to 2; by Theorem 1 of [6] any comparison solution v would be unbounded. 
However, choose Ri 二 | — e for any £ > 0，in which case R2 二 Ro + 
r]{e),T]{e) — 0 wi th 已 We show in Theorem 5.1 that in the corresponding 
moon region Z)g, bounded comparison solutions always exist. 
Theorem 5.1 Let D be a moon domain, satisfying the necessary condition 
r2|-|ri| = 2|i:)| (5.8) 
and for which the respective radii R1,R2 satisfy Ri < ^,R2 > | . Then the 
problem 
‘ 
divTix = 2 in D 
< - 1 on Ti (5.9) 
V • Tu = 
4-1 on r2 
‘ 
has a (bounded) solution v{x), unique up to an additive constant. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.11, we shall obtain the solution to (5.9) as a minimum 
for the functional 
J^[U)E j y/l + \Du\^ + 2 j^ udx + ^ uda-J^ uda (5.10) 
since (5.9) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional (5.10). 
To do so, we wi l l show there is a positive constant «〇 such that for every 
Caccioppoli set E C D we have 
2 E + f (|>Eda- f ^Eda < [ | L ^ f e | - o ; o m i n ( | E | , | Z ) - ^ | ) . (5.11) 
JVi Jr2 JD 
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I t suffices to prove 
2 | E | + f 4>Ed(J-[ (j)Eda< [ \D^E\-c^o mm{\E\,\D-E\), (5.12) 
JVi Jr2 JD 
we obtain the remaining inequality by replacing E by D - E and using (5.8). 
Since every Caccioppoli set can be approximated by piecewise regular 
sets, i t suffices to prove (5.12) for sets E wi th piecewise smooth boundary. 
For such sets (5.12) we have 
执五| < 1¾^! - 2 | ^ | - «0 min(|E'|, \D — E\) (5.13) 
where 
diE = dEnri 
d2E 二 dE — d2E. 
We suppose diE 二 F i . Otherwise we coiild add to E an ^-neighbourhood 
of Ti： 
Ee = E U {x e D|dist(x, Ti) < e} 
and then pass to the l imit as e — 0+. 
We may now note that for fixed |E"|, the equantity |决丑| attains its mini-
mum when d2E is an arc of a circle passing through the endpoints of F i , and 
i t wi l l suffice to prove (5.13) for that configuration. 
Consider the situation: In the ix—plane, d is a fixed number, 0 < d < | , 
a circle cuts x axis at the points p and q of its center on the t axis. The 
distance from the origin to p is equal to d. We denote by l{t) the length of 
the arc F and by A{t) the area of the region E. 
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We have 
l{t) = 2R{t)0{t) 
A{t) = R2(t)0(t)+td 
and 
R{t) = V F T ^ 
0(t) = a rc tan ( -d / , ) . 
Setting 
f ( t ) = l{t) — 2A(t) (5.14) 
we find 
f ( t ) = 2R-^(1 -2R)(d + 0t); 
Thus f = 0 only at t 二 to = ^JY^d^. 
Let ti and t2 by the values corresponding to the radii Ri and R2 of D. 
The necessary condition (5.8) becomes 
f i h ) 二 f { h ) . (5.15) 
To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1 we must have t2 > to, —to < 
ti < to. For ti < t < t2 we have 
m 〉 f { t i ) = f { t 2 ) . (5.16) 
Further 
f { h ) > 0, f'[t2) < 0. (5.17) 
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The proof of (5.13) now reduces to showing 
/ ( t i ) < f{t) - «0 m i n _ - A{h),A{t2) - A(t)} (5.18) 
for every t, ti < t < t2. 
We obtain this inequality from 
Lemma 5.2 Let f ( t ) be a C^ function in the interval [h,t2], satisfying (5.16) 
and (5.17), and let g{t) be a Lipschitz-continuous function, with g { t i ) = 
g{t2) 二 0. Then there exists a positive ao such that 
f{ti) < f{t) - aog{t) (5.19) 
for every t, t < t < t2. 
Proof: Since f'{ti) > 0, there exist ei > 0 and k > h such that 
m 2 1^ ti < t < ti 
and hence 
f{t)>f{ti)^ei{t-h), h<t<h. 
Similarly, we have 
f{t)>f{t2)^e2{t-t2), i2 < t < h. 
Let m > f{ti) be the minimum of f{t) in the interval [&J2], let M and 
L be the maximum of \g\ and the Lipschitz constant of g, respectively. Then 
(5.19) wi l l hold if ao is chosen so that 
OioL < min(E1,52) 
aoM<m-f{ti) 
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which proves the lemma, and hence also (5.11). • 
I t remains only to show that lhe boundary data are achieved strictly. 
Let us start wi th F i . Since 
T { u + c) = T{xi), (5.20) 
we can suppose u > 1 in D. On th(； other hand, for positive functions v{x) 
we have 
T{v) = J y r + J 5 ^ d x + 2 ^  vdx + 1^ \v\da-J^ vda, (5.21) 
and thus the function u{x) minimizes the functional 
g{v) = I y/l + \Dv\H.i + 2 人 vdx —义 vda (5.22) 
in the class 
Q = {v e BV{B2)] V > 0, “ = 0 in B2 — D} (5.23) 
where B2 denotes the ball of radius 7¾. 
I t follows as in Chapter 3 that the set 
U^{{x,y) e B. X M; y > 7i(x)} 
minimizes the functional 
j \D^u\dx + 2 j ^udx (5.24) 
in the sence that for every set V which coincides with U outside some compact 
set K C B2 X R+ ’ and which contains {B2 — D) x R+ we have 
[DinA + 2[ ^udx < [ |DV^ v| + 2 [ i)ydx. 
JK JK JK JK 
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This means that U minimizes the functional (5.24) in ^ x R+，with obstacle 
L = {B2 - D) X R+. From a result of Miranda[22] there follows that dU is 
a C i surface in a neighbourhood of L. On the other hand, since u > 1 in 
D, dU contains at least the vertical surface Ti x (0,1). This implies 
—.Tix( j ; ) — —1 
X 
as X — F i and establishes the first of the boundary conditions in (5.19). To 
the other one, we note that since u[x) is bounded (say u < M) the function 
u minimizes also the functional 
K,[u]三 j yJl + |Dn|2 + 2 人 uclx + ^ udci + ^^ |M — u\da 
among all functions 7; G BV{D), v < M. And then repeat the previous 
reasoning to obtain the boundary at [2. 口 
Theorem 5.2 (Finn-Giusti[8]) Let u{x) be a solution of (5.1) in a disk 
Bfi ： |x| < R. There exists a function C{R] p) > 0, nonincreasing in R, 
nondecreasing in p and finite for R > Ro, p < R — R^, such that if R > Ro 
there holds 
|Vii(x)| < C{R]\x\) (5.25) 
at all points in the disk BR-R^. 
Proof: Let Xo e J5^, we put xo on the line L of symmetry of D^Q and for S 
the segment on L joining x^ to F i , by Lemma 5.1, we have 
Vw(xo)| < m in |V f (p ) | < 00， 
p&S 
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i f R > Ro, p < R - Ro. 
I f R increases, we can have more comparison functions. So the gradient 
bound is non increasing in R. However, if p increases, we wi l l have less 
comparsion functions. So the gradient bound is non decreasing in p. • 
5.2 Behavior as R ~> 1 . 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 yields information at most in a disk Bi^R^ of radius 
1 — i?o 〜0.434. We proceed to establish a bound in any fixed Bf^, as R •> 1. 
An upper bounded can be found explicitly if R > (1 + Ro)/2. We obtain 
i t by comparing the solution with a rotationally symmetric solution of the 
same equation. 
Lemma 5.3 There exists a unique (rationally symmetric) solution ^^^\x) 
of (5.1), defined in the annulus 乂£ : e < |x| < 1 — e, such that v • 丁功⑷ =干 1 
on the bounding circles Fg, Fi_e ofAe, and such that 岭⑷=0 on F .^ In any 
fixed B&, ^^^\x) tends uniformly to the lower hemisphere ^{x) — 1 — v^l — r^ 
as s ^ 0. 
Proof: In polar coordinate, (5.1) becomes 
±r 欢 ） = 4 r 
办 yT7^ 
from which 
^ i 2 = - r + C r - ^ 
A^TJP 
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By direction calculation and using the boundary conditions. We can show 
that 
£-£•2 
r , ” 丁 , dp (5.26) 
人 V ^ l - ( P + 〒 ) 2 
is the unique required solution. For p > s, 
e - 8^ £ — e^ 1 
< 二 1 - s 




f - _ ^ _ < V~a「I 1 
人 ^ p - p ^ - { s - E ^ ) — 人 ^ [ p ^ e ) { l - p - e ) 
< - ^ r ^ ‘ ^ 
^ # H ： 
< a 
The uniform convergence to the lower hemisphere is proved by letting a tends 
to zero. 口 
Theorem 5.3 (Finn-Giusti[8]) Let u{x) be a solution of (5.1) in Bji, R > 
| ( 1 + i?o)， and suppose i^(0) = 0. There exists a continuous decreasing 
function a{R) defined in | ( 1 + Ro) < R < 1, with cr( l ) = 0，such that 
u{x) < 2p{x) + cr{R) throughout BR. 
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Proof: By Theorem 5.2, there holds |Vu| < C{R\e) in B^, for any e < 
R — Ro. Hence 
u{x) < \u{x)\ < m a x | V i i | | x | < \x\C{R] e) 
一 |x|<e 
in Be-
Choose s in the range 1 — R < 5 < |(1 — /¾). Then Ae CC BR, and 
u{x) < eC{R] e) on I V 
First we want to show that u{x) < 妙⑷（^:) + EC{R\ e) throughout Ae-
Suppose there were an open set A C 乂£ in which u > 功⑷ + sC{R; s) we set 
'u-^|^e)-eC[R〜e) i n A 
77 = 
0 outside A 
\ 
we find 
[ V r / . {Tu - Ji;^'^)dx 二 [ T]u . {Tu - T ^ t / c r . (5.27) 
JA JVi-e 
Because of the boundary condition for 功⑷，we have the last integral less 
than or equal to zero, and hence V77 三 0. Thus we have a contradiction as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Hence 
u{x) < 功⑷(:r) + eC{R] s) (5.28) 
in A. Lett ing 功⑷(^ :)三 0 in B^，(5.28) wi l l then hold throughout Bi—e. 
Now let e ~^ 1 — R; we obtain in the l imi t 
u{x) < 妙(1-用(工）+ (1 - R)C{R] 1 - R) (5.29) 
throughout BR. Writ ing 




u{x) < i;{x)^a{R), (5.31) 
and the theorem is proved. • 
A 
Theorem 5.4 (Finn-Giusti[8]) There exists a function 4>{R) defined in 
/V /N A � 
Ro < R < 1 and satisfying R < ^{R) < 1； and a function a*{R] R) and 
satisfying l imj^—i cr*(i^; R) = 0； such that i f u { x ) is a solution of (5.1) in B^ 
A 
and u (0 ) 二 0； then \u{x) — ^p{x)\ < c*{R] R) in Bp^. 
Proof: We have had an upper bound already for u{x). What we need to 
prove for this theorem is the lower bound. For the lower bound, we consider a 
sequence of domains B^. , R j ~> 1, and a corresponding sequence of solutions 
u^{x) in BR.. We may suppose u^(0) = 0, all j . 
Using Theorem 5.3, the sequence of functions is equicontinuous, we con-
clude there is a subsequence that converges in Bi—彻 to a solution of (5.1). 
We may also denote it by u^{x). 
Setting A be the set of all points in B i at which some subsequence of 
the u^ wi l l converge to a finite l imit. Let x € A . Then u^{x) > —K > —oo 
for some subsequence. But by Theorem (5.3), u^(x) is bounded above in 
BR.. From the Harnack inequality (see Serrin [25] ) we conclude there is 
a disk r)/c(x) centered at x and of radius not depending on j , such that 
u^(x) > —K — 1 in Dxix). And hence A is open. 
Let V CC A . Then V 二 {JnOxXxi) and n is finite. Thus, there is a 
subsequence u^[x) such that \u^{x)\ < K < oo on v for some constant K. 
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Let Vk be the set of points x 6 A whose distance from dA exceeds l / k . 
The general gradient estimates imply that eacht corresponding sequence u{ 
is equicontinuous in Vjt_i. Hence there exists a subsequence Uj such that 
converges in all of A , uniformly in each VJt, to a solution U[x) of (5.1) in A. 
And also, U{x) < ^{x) in A . 
Let pi be a sequence of points such that pi G A and pi — p G Bi, 
and suppose U{pi) > —K > —00 for all 1, For each pi there is an index 
jo{l) such that u^{pi) > —K for all j > jo{l). Applying again the Harnack 
inequality, we find pi is the center of a disk Dpj^ {pi), of radous pK depending 
only on K and on p (and not on /), in which u^{x) > —K — 1 for j > jo{l). 
Choosing 1 sufficiently large that \pi — p\ < pK, and then j > jo{l), we find 
u^{p) > —K 一 1, and hence p 6 A . We conclude that if p G Bi 门 db^ then 
l im U{x) 二 —oo for any approach to p from within A. 
Since we have U(0) = ¢(0) = 0. Thus the set A i C A defined by 
U(x) — ^>(x) > —1 is nonempty. 
f 
f / (x ) -^(a ; ) + l, X G Ai 
T]{X)= < 
0, X 贫 Ai 
k 
and then 
[ V f ] • {TU - T^^'^)dx = [ j]i^.(TU-T^W)da 
JAe Jr, 
+ [ T]U . {TU - Ti|;^'^)da. (5.32) 
^ri_, 
Since 77 < 0 and 1/ • 丁？/；⑷三 1, v • JU < 1 on Fi-^. The second integral on 
the right is nonpositive. We have also, by Theorem 5.3 and by the properties 
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ofV^W, 
I T]U • {JU - Ji;(^e))dcr < 47TsC 
T^e 
since |T^7| < 1, ！丁功⑷丨 < 1; here C is independent of £. 
Lett ing £• ~> 0 we find Ae — B i , and 
[ • “ . [TU 一 TMx < 0. 
JBi 
Once again, the integrand is non negative and vanishes only if V77 = 0. We 
conclude U{x)三 ip[oc) in the component A(。）of A containing the orgin. 
Since U{x) ~> —00 at any boundary point of A(。）interior to Bi, we 
conclude also A 三 B i . 
Therefore, for any sequence u^, there exists a subsequence converges in 
all of B i , uniformly in each Vk, to ^ { x ) in B! . And the theorem is proved. 
• 
5.3 i?o is Best Possible 
L e m m a 5.4 Let BR be a ball of radius R centered at 0； and let B be a ball 
of radius | passing through 0. Let E = BR — B. If R < Ro，then E is the 
unique minimum for the functional 
JC(E) = [ \Di;E\ + 2 [ xl^Edx + [ \如-^\dcr (5.33) 
JBR JBR JdBR 
where 
f 
1 in r2 
^ = < 
0 in Ti 
< 
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Proo f : Since 
[\D¢E\^2 [ (j>Edx+ [ |0E-0|da 
JBR JBn JdBR 
=[\D¢B\^2\BR\- [ ^Bdx 
JBn JBR 
I t is equivalent to show that B is the unique minimum of 
J \D^B\ - 2 1 ^Bdx (5.34) 
in the class 
Q = {五；E c B U BR； E — BR = B - Bn}. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4，it suffices to compare B wi th domains E 
that coincide wi th B outside BR and are bounded by a circular arc passing 
through the endpoints of Fi . 
I f r is the circular arc bounding E one has to show that 
ri| — 2|BnBie|<|r| — 2|£"nBi^| (5.35) 
unless E = B. 
For the case \E\ < \B\. The arc F lies in B and using the function (5.14) 
f{t) that (5.35) holds. 
For the case \E\ > \B\. Let Bo be a ball concentric wi th B^ and with 
radius i^o, and let p',q' be the intersections of dBo wi th dB. Let T[= 
a e n 5 o . 
Let E' be the domain coinciding with B outside B^, bounded by a circular 
arc r ' passing through p' and q', and such that |E"'| = |丑|. We then have 
|r'| < |r| + | r ; -r | . (5.36) 
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On the other hand, since |E'| =丨丑| < 丨召尺 U B| < 丨^ ) U B\, we have 
|r;| - 2|Bo n B\ < |r'| - 2|^ o n 五'|. (5.37) 
Since 
Bo n E'\ = 1¾ n 五丨 二 \BR n E| + |(_Bo - Bn) n B 
Bo n 5| = 1¾ n B\ + 1(^ 0 - BR) n B 
Combining (5.36), (5.37) and |1\| < |r;| - |r； 一 F|, we have (5.35). • 
Theorem 5.5 (Finn-Giusti[8]) IfR < /¾ = 0.5654062332..., there exists 
a sequence of solutions vJ of (5.1) in BR, |Vw^ (0)| ~> oo as j ~> oo. 
Proof: Setting 
F 二 Bo 一 {BR U B) 
and , for k = 1, 2，... , let 
f 
0 in F 
^k = 
k in Bo-F 
\ 
Let Uk minimize the functional 
I ^1 + \Du\^ + 2 J udx 
in the class 
{u € BV{Bo)] u = ^k in Bo - BR}. 
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The sequence Uk is nondecreasing by the construction of 屯；proceeding 
as in [23] or in Chapter 2, we conclude that the set 
P 二 {x G Bo : lim Uk{x) — +00} fc">00 
minimizes JC{E). Hence from Lemma 5.4 we have P = E, and therefore 
0 G dP. 
Suppose there exist s > 0 and M < 00 such that 
Duk{x)l < M for \x\ < e. 
Then i f 0 G P, the ball B^ = {\x\ < s} would lie in P; i f 0 贫 P we would 
have P n Be = 0. In either case 0 贫 dP, a contradiction. Thus, the sequence 




Mean curvature plays a basic role in our work. To give an intepretation of 
i t , denote a surface by S : x(u, v) and consider a curve C (parametrized by 
arc length) of intersection of S w i th a plane H containing a normal vector 
N through a point p of S, and we assume C parametrized by its arc length 
s in some orientation. The curvature of C, considered as positive when the 
curve is bending in the direction of N , is 
7 <^ 2x T^ 




=-(x^u + Xyi)) • {NuU + Nt)) 
= - { x u u ) u ^ - (x^ • Ny + X” . Nu)uv - {xy . Nv^) (A.1) 
since ^ . N 二 0. Setting 
• 加 . dv 
^ 二 石 ， ^ = Ts (A.2) 
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e = - x ^ • N^ , 2 / = - ( x ^ - N ^ ; + x ^ - N ^ ) , g = - x ^ • N^ (A.3) 
E = |xu|2, F = Xu . x^；, G = |x”|2， (A .4) 
we get 
k = ev? + 2 fuv + gv^. (A.5) 
and 
dx 2 , � 
Is = 1 (A.6) 
= ( x ^ u + XyV) . (XuU + XyV) (A.7) 
= E i ? + 2Fiiv + Gv^. (A.8) 
In what follows we denote wi th the subscripts 1 and 2 quantities that corre-
spond to any two mutually orthogonal directions at a point on «5. We then 
find 
k i + k2 = e{ul + u l ) + 2f{ i i iU2 + ii2v2) + g{vf + v l ) (A.9) 
1 = Eij?] + 2Fii^Vj + G i j , j = 1 ,2 (A.10) 
0 = EiiYii2 + F[u1i)2 + u2V1) + Gv1v2. (A.11) 
Wri t ing 2H = ki + k2 and setting p = iii + iu2, Q + ^ i + iv2 (wherez 二 V^^) 
(1.10),(1.11) and (1.12) are led to the forms 
2H = epp + fpq + gqq. (A.12) 
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2 = Epp + F{pq + pq) + Gqq (A.13) 
0 = Ep^ + 2Fpq + Gq^. (A.14) 
From (1.15), we have 
p p 2F , A 、 
- + ^ = - — , A.15 
q q E , 
PP G 
Vq 二 E- (A.16) 
By subst i tut ing back the resulting expressions into (1.13) and (1.14), we are 
led to the formula 
- = ^ 1 ^ ， （A.17) 
which is clear that H does not depend on the particular choice of (orthogonal) 
directions on S. Thus the quantity H has an invariant geometrical meaning; 
we define H to be the mean curvature of S at the point of evaluation. 
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